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Abstract 
 

This thesis investigates the current interrelationship between the provisions contained in 

the Swedish Company Act (2005:551) and activities related to Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) pursued by companies listed at Nasdaq Stockholm. The focal 

point of this thesis could be argued to be of particular relevance in this day and age, as 

companies listed at Nasdaq Stockholm continue to perform at the top of the league in 

global sustainability performance measurements, and Swedish and European legislators 

have intensified their efforts to encourage businesses to operate in a way that does not 

incur unacceptable social costs to society. Thus, most companies, particularly those 

with a vested interest in the private consumer market, seem to recognise the importance 

of fostering long-term relationships with a wide sphere of stakeholders.  

The purpose of the thesis has been to contribute to the steadily increasing body 

of legal research that discusses to what extent Swedish companies, without breaching 

corporate law, could involve themselves in CSR investments. Since I, initially, conclude 

that Swedish publicly listed companies seem to increasingly invest in activities related 

to CSR, the thesis also discusses whether the relevant provisions of the SCA need to 

change to better adapt to companies’ involvement in CSR activities. In brief, I argue, 

that current business research on CSR coupled with the aforementioned relevant 

provisions of the SCA allow boards and managing directors to pursue practically any 

CSR investments, and that shareholders are mostly restricted to rely on relatively blunt 

ex post actions against a board and/or managing director that has pursued an ill-

considered CSR investment, including the obvious choices of voting to replace the 

board or selling their shares. And since current business research has not consistently 

proven the positive impact of CSR policies on the financial performance of businesses 

there are reasons to suspect that the law practically, due to the shielding force of the 

business judgment rationale and the legislator’s wish to protect most transactions, 

cannot be effectively applied to stop CSR investments, even if these are nothing but 

costs for the business. On the other hand, the findings of the thesis also suggest that the 

occurrence of such unwise CSR investments is not necessarily a proliferating problem, 

since many companies listed at Nasdaq Stockholm nowadays have powerful and short-

sighted institutional owners. The situation might therefore very well be the opposite and 

that executives struggle to manage for the long-term, as the logic of the market tell them 

to do otherwise.  
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Sammanfattning  
 

Den här examensuppsatsen utforskar förhållandet mellan några av aktiebolagslagens 

regler och det engagemang som bolag noterade på Nasdaq Stockholm uppvisar i frågor 

rörande Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Ämnet kan sägas vara särskilt relevant 

då såväl det samtida näringslivet som lagstiftaren tycks präglas av en ökad medvetenhet 

kring CSR-frågor. Den ökade medvetenheten i näringslivet förefaller alltmer inverka på 

affärsbeslut, ett faktum som inte minst avspeglas i de svenska bolagens topplaceringar i 

globala index som mäter bolags arbete med hållbarhetsfrågor. Samtidigt speglas 

lagstiftarens ökade medvetenhet av allt fler svenska som europeiska regulatoriska 

initiativ på området och vars yttersta syfte är att uppmuntra och stimulera hållbara 

företag som inte pådyvlar samhället oacceptabla sociala kostnader. Det är således inte 

särskilt anmärkningsvärt att bolagen, i synnerhet de med intressen anknutna till 

konsumentmarknaderna, tycks erkänna vikten av att bygga och underhålla långsiktiga 

relationer med en vidare krets av intressenter än deras aktieägare.  

Det är min förhoppning att den här uppsatsen kommer att bidra till den ständigt 

växande del av den aktiebolagsrättsliga diskursen som diskuterar till vilken grad bolag, 

utan att handla i strid med ABL:s bestämmelser, kan företa åtgärder kopplade till CSR. 

Eftersom jag inledningsvis anför att bolagen på Nasdaq Stockholm tycks ägna sig allt 

mer åt CSR diskuterar också uppsatsen om några av ABL:s bestämmelser bör förändras 

för att bättre hantera dessa företags allt större engagemang i CSR-frågor. 

Sammanfattningsvis argumenterar jag för att nuvarande företagsekonomisk forskning 

kring CSR tillsammans med de aktuella bestämmelsernas juridiska innebörd innebär att 

såväl bolagsstyrelser som verkställande direktörer kan företa i princip vilken investering 

relaterad till CSR som helst. Aktieägare är i praktiken hänvisade till att söka 

åstadkomma långsiktigt lönsamma satsningar på hållbarhet genom sanktioner ex post, 

exempelvis genom att sälja sina aktier eller rösta bort styrelsen. Detta innebär å ena 

sidan i praktiken, med tanke på att nuvarande företagsekonomisk forskning kring CSR:s 

inverkan på bolags vinster är tvetydig, att de relevanta bestämmelserna i ABL såsom de 

nu är utformade utgör en trygg hamn även för många av de transaktioner relaterade till 

CSR som är direkt värdeförstörande. Å andra sidan argumenterar jag i uppsatsen för att 

problemet med överinvesteringar i CSR inte nödvändigtvis behöver vara särskilt utbrett 

då bolagen och deras bolagsstyrning allt mer kommit att präglas av kortsiktiga 

investeringsperspektiv.  
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Swedish-English dictionary (terms and concepts)  
 
Adekvat kausalitet 
Aktiekapital   

 
Proximate cause 

Share capital 
Aktieägarmodellen 
 
Bolagsstyrelse 

Shareholder value model  
Shareholder primacy model 
Board of directors (‘board’)  

Beloppsspärr 
Bolagsorgan 
Bundet eget kapital 
Departementsskrivelser (Ds) 
Dispositiv bestämmelse 
Eget kapital 
Extra bolagsstämma 
Fritt eget kapital 
Funktionsfördelningsreglerna  
Förtäckt värdeöverföring  

Minimum capital requirement    
Corporate body 

Restricted equity 
Ministry Publications Series  

Optional provision 
Equity 

Extraordinary general meeting 
Unrestricted equity 

The regulations on the corporate legal structure 
De facto value transfer 

Hovrätt 
Högsta domstolen (HD)  
 
Högsta förvaltningsdomstolen (HFD) 
 
Ideell förening 
Indispositiv bestämmelse  
Korsägande  
Lag 
Lagrådet  

Court of Appeal 
The Supreme Court of Sweden  

(‘The Supreme Court’)  
The Supreme Administrative Court of Sweden 

(‘The Supreme Administrative Court’)  
Unincorporated association  

Mandatory/non-optional provision 
Cross-ownership  

Statute/Act 
Council on Legislation 

Lojalitetsplikt 
Löpande förvaltning 
Noterat publikt aktiebolag  
Oaktsamhet/grov oaktsamhet  

Duty of loyalty 
Day-to-day administration 

Publicly listed company 
Negligence/Gross negligence 

Paragraf, §  Section 
Proposition      Government bill/bill 
Punkt (i paragraf)       Item 
Publikt aktiebolag   Public limited company (PLC) 
Pyramidägande 
Rekvisit  

Pyramidal ownership structure    
Necessary prerequisite 

Statens offentliga utredningar (SOU)                                 Government Official Reports 
Stiftare (av aktiebolaget) 
Stycke 

Incorporator  
Paragraph 

Syssloman 
Uppsåt 
Upplyst aktieägarmodell 

Fiduciary  
Intent 

Enlightened shareholder value model 
Verkställande direktör (VD)   Managing Director 
Vårdplikt Duty of care 
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1| INTRODUCTION   
 
Ninety of the world’s largest companies are together responsible for two thirds of the 

man-made emissions that contribute to global warming, and companies worldwide 

contribute greatly to many other environmental and social issues the world faces.1 At 

the same time it is clear that the world’s over 50,000 multinational enterprises (and 

other companies) have, since the establishment of the limited company in law, 

consistently been the positive force of social improvement upon which much of society 

rests.2 Companies are thus the very heart of any economy along the continuum of 

capitalist economies.3  

Professor Per Samuelsson has argued that the Swedish Companies Act (SCA) has 

undergone three distinct stages of development. The first stage was characterised by the 

formation of a separate legal personality and investment ownership. Discussions at the 

time revolved around the limited company’s relationship to society and the local 

communities in which it operated. During the second stage, attention turned to issues 

related to the internal legal structure. Research and debate focused on the relationship 

between shareholders and management and the market for corporate control. Theories 

related to corporate governance and the economic analysis of law were used to explain 

the role of the limited company and the construction of rules in the SCA. According to 

Samuelsson, the discussion is now gradually entering the third stage, characterised by 

the recurrence of the discussions that dominated the first stage.4 This reversion and rise 

of an extensive business ethics debate, in both the public and academic discourse, can 

be attributed to a number of social developments, out of which the globalisation process 

and the recurrent financial crises probably are the two single most important. The 

process of globalisation has been described in two contrasting ways. Firstly, it is said to 

have contributed to allocative efficiency, growth of value added in production and 

higher wages. On the other hand, globalisation has been described as a mechanism that 

has diminished the power of unions and, national business managers, drained local 

employment opportunities, and exploited workers in developing countries. 5 As a 

                                                
1"Sjåfjell"&"Anker.Sørensen,"‘Directors’"Duties"and"Corporate"Responsibility’,"at"9B"The$Guardian,"‘Just"90"
companies"caused"two.thirds"of"man.made"global"warming"emissions’,"20th"of"November"2013.""
2"International"Labour"Organisation"(ILO),"URL:"http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/employment.
promotion/multinational.enterprises/lang..en/index.htm,"last"visited:"28.04.2016.""
3"Hall"&"Soskice,"Varieties$of$Capitalism,"p."6.""
4"Samuelsson,"’Konkurrerande"modeller"för"bolagsstyrning’,"pp."459.460.""
5"Krugman," ‘In" praise" of" cheap" labor." Bad" jobs" at" bad"wages" are" better" than" no" jobs" at" all’B" Borglund,"
Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus"[diss.],"p."14.""
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response to these eclectic global developments, management theories explaining 

(chiefly powerful multinational) companies’, engagement in sustainable business 

making, or Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), have gained ground in recent 

decades.6  

During the first half of the 1930s a heated debate between Professors Adolf Berle 

and Merrick Dodd surfaced in the Harvard Law Review. Berle believed that managers 

acted as shareholders’ fiduciaries and were therefore obliged to pursue shareholder 

wealth maximisation. By suggesting a strict implementation of the shareholder value 

model, Berle sought to establish a device in corporate law that could effectively 

constrain the growing discretionary power of managers, a phenomenon Berle and the 

economist Means had recently identified in their landmark book The modern 

corporation and private property.7 Dodd, on the other hand, did not believe that it was 

desirable to ‘give increased emphasis at the present time to the view that business 

corporations exist for the sole purpose of making profits for their stockholder’8 since 

social developments pointed towards a view of the business as ‘an economic institution 

which [had] a social service as well as a profit-making function’9. While Berle was thus 

concerned over the separation of ownership and control, Dodd seemingly believed that 

the separation in fact could allow managers of businesses to establish policies that could 

benefit not merely the shareholders but also other constituencies. Even though Berle 

eventually recognised and assumed Dodd’s views as his own, not much has changed 

since then in the legal debate. It still revolves around the issue of whether managers 

should be allowed to take other constituencies than shareholders into account when 

making decisions. The debate has however intensified, with the heightened pace of 

globalisation in the 21st century and with increasing exposure of social problems related 

to corporate activities, including global warming. Wells neatly characterises the debate:  
 

[T]he legal debates over corporate social responsibility revolve around whether the 
directors and managers of large, publicly held corporations should have a legal 
duty, when making decisions for the corporation, to take into account not only the 
needs of the shareholders but also other groups affected by the corporations' 

                                                
6"Bergström"&"Samuelsson,"Aktiebolagets$grundproblem,"4"ed.,"p."280.""
7"Berle"&"Means,"The$Modern$Corporation$and$Private$Property,"see"e.g."chapter"VI"on"The"Divergence"of"
Interest"between"Ownership"and"Control,"pp."119.125.""
8"Dodd,"‘For"Whom"are"Corporate"Managers"Trustees?’,"p."1148.""
9"Id.,"p."1148.""
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actions, such as its employees, customers, or the communities in which they are 
based.10�  
 

In this thesis I shall endeavour to investigate the current stance of Swedish corporate 

law in relation to businesses’ seemingly increasing commitments to social 

responsibility. Until just recently, most Swedish legal scholars seem not to have 

regarded the study of the interaction between CSR and the SCA as an intrinsic part of 

the field of corporate law, as indicated by their choice to allocate much of the 

discussions to their books’ footnotes. As illustrated by Professor Samuelsson’s 

characterisation of the second stage, corporate law has long been perceived by quite a 

number of scholars as a legal framework that exclusively regulates the internal affairs 

and structure of a strictly private institution. The fact that times are changing is however 

illustrated by the publication during the last five years of a number of papers, articles 

and even a legal dissertation directly related to the subject. 11  It is likewise clear, 

however, that many classics on Swedish corporate law used each year by a substantial 

cohort of law students still focus extensively on issues related to the focal point of the 

second stage: the internal workings and structure of the company. In contrast, CSR and 

issues related to the interrelationship between the limited company and the society that 

surrounds it are often treated in a superficial way. This thesis aims not to commit the 

same mistake. Corporate legal issues related to CSR will after all, in all likelihood, 

continue to grow in importance for many years to come.   

 
1.1 Purpose  
 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate Swedish corporate law’s current stance on 

policies linked to CSR and whether this stance needs to be modified. In so doing, the 

thesis will hopefully contribute to the growing body of research that discusses to what 

extent CSR could be considered legal under the current SCA, and whether the law, from 

a de lege ferenda perspective, needs to be changed to better adapt to companies’ 

increasing involvement in activities related to CSR. More specifically, the thesis will 

aim to fulfil its purpose by investigating the following main questions and how these 

relate to and impact corporate engagement in CSR activities:   
 

                                                
10"Wells,"‘The"Cycles"of"Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"p."78.""
11"Contemporary"notable"exceptions"include"Ohlson,"Vikten$av$vinst,"pp."86.94B"Bergström"&"Samuelsson,"
Aktiebolagets$grundproblem,"4"ed.,"pp."278.293B"Samuelsson,"‘En"essä"om"vinst"som"värde’,"pp."361.376B"
Skog," ‘Om" betydelsen" av" vinstsyftet’," pp." 11.19" and" Svernlöv" &" Österman," Rapport:$ CSR$ och$
företagsbeskattning.""
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(1)"What is the current status of CSR among Swedish companies and which model of 

corporate governance is likely to be practised by most publicly listed companies?  

(2)"What does current business administration research have to say about CSR policies 

and their impact on the bottom lines of businesses?  

(3)"How should the company’s interest and objects be understood?  

(4)"What does the legal purpose as defined in chapter 3 section 3 entail, and how does 

it relate to business management theory?  

(5)"What constitutes a de facto value transfer, as regulated in chapter 17 section 1 item 

4 of the SCA?  

(6)"How does the rule in chapter 17 section 5, which allows the effectuation of 

corporate gifts, relate to CSR activities? 

(7)"Should the legislator implement a pluralist legal purpose?  

 
1.2 Outline and delimitations   
 
The thesis will initially, in chapter two, introduce the reader to the concept and history 

of CSR and the role of the so called shareholder value model in Swedish corporate 

governance. The chapter includes a brief outline of what business research so far has 

uncovered about CSR’s impact on the bottom line, since the impact is relevant in 

determining to what extent CSR policies could be considered under corporate law. 

Thus, I will strive to investigate questions 1 and 2 above in chapter two.  

The subsequent chapter investigates and discusses those regulations and elements 

of the SCA which could be argued to be the most vital in determining the likely impact 

of corporate law on companies’ adherence to CSR policies. Hence, chapter three will 

cover questions 3, 4, 5 and 6 above. The areas of legislation covered include:  
 

(1)"The duties of the board of directors (the board) and the managing 

director.  

(2)"The purpose, objects and interests of the limited company.  

(3)"The value transfer framework.  

(4)"The provision that authorises the donation of 

philanthropic gifts.  
 

Even though the above mentioned corporate regulations and principles will be discussed 

in turn, it will be made increasingly evident that these are very much interconnected. 

References will therefore continuously be made to other sections of the chapter. 
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Moreover, it should be noted that the section in chapter three that covers the value 

transfer framework is very much based on an essay I wrote during a course in capital 

markets law. 

Chapter four will include a concluding analytical section (in which new aspects 

relative to those previously discussed could surface) and a section on whether any 

regulatory changes are appropriate. Therefore, I will synthesise the information and 

discussions that have surfaced during all previous chapters, in an attempt to deliver new 

insights and my views on whether the legislator need to reform the purpose of the 

company, as established in law. Thereafter, chapter four delivers a traditional and rather 

brief conclusion.  

Even though much of the discussion in this thesis could be applied to a wide 

variety of limited companies of very different character, it should be said that the point 

of departure and the company to which this thesis refers when employing the term 

‘limited company’ is a publicly listed company on the Nasdaq Stockholm exchange. 

This is important to note, since the provisions in the SCA aimed at protecting 

shareholders can be breached by the fiduciaries, but a breach can still be ratified as valid 

if all shareholders authorises it. Such an approval is obviously not a feasible option for 

the board in most publicly listed companies. The focus on publicly listed companies 

likewise means the thesis will have little reason to discuss the interrelationship between 

CSR policies and shareholder agreements, and hence such a discussion is not a part of 

this thesis.  

Moreover, the thesis will not discuss the relatively new chapter added to the SCA, 

which allows the incorporation of limited companies that carry restricted rights to 

distribute dividends (a restriction that cannot be changed even if all shareholders 

approve).12 The said chapter could simply be argued not to be particularly interesting in 

the context of companies’ CSR policies. Neither is it particularly likely that this type of 

company will become a widespread phenomenon; not even the intended audience – the 

public sector – has been keen on adopting it.13    

 
1.3 Method and terminology  
 
The principal method used in this thesis is the jurisprudential method. This method 

carries two different and separate perspectives. The first studies law from an internal 

                                                
12"SCA"(2005:551)"chapter"32"section"15.""
13"Prop."2004/05:178,"p."20B"Johansson,"Svensk$associationsrätt$i$huvuddrag,"11"ed.,"p."46.""
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perspective, and is usually based on the traditional dogmatic legal method. By 

employing such a perspective, the scholar wishes to determine the law in force as it 

would be interpreted by those that ultimately decide how the specific law in question 

should be applied (typically the judge). This method is therefore often the starting point 

of most studies of law and this thesis is no exception. The relevant regulations of the 

SCA and other sources of law will therefore be systematically analysed in light of their 

wording and other sources, including any directives and regulations from the European 

legislator as well as Swedish preparatory works, case law and legal literature. The value 

attached to a particular interpretation of a source is naturally dependent on the source’s 

place in the hierarchy, where the most authoritarian source is directives and regulations 

stemming from the European Union (EU), and the least authoritarian is judicial 

literature.14  

The arguments put forward in the thesis are continuously evaluated against the 

principal aim of the SCA and the underlying aims of each provision (aims which we 

will have reason to study and identify later in chapter three, section 2.1). The 

assumption is made that all underlying aims of the SCA’s provisions exist to fulfil the 

principal aim of the SCA.15 In situations where different protected interests clash, a 

balanced test is applied, and the solution that is deemed to best fulfil the principal aim 

of the SCA is argued for. The importance of determining the judicial meaning of a 

provision towards the aims of corporate law has been continuously stressed, both by 

scholars and The Supreme Court of Sweden (The Supreme Court). 16  Apart from 

applying the legal dogmatic method with due regard to the aims of corporate law, the 

discussions will also, where necessary, consider the systematic implications of different 

interpretations and which solution best harmonises with the structure and fundamental 

principles of corporate law.17 As the topics covered in the thesis have long been part of 

the corporate framework, for example the profit purpose or the value transfer rules, I 

will continuously discuss different interpretations of the relevant provisions in the light 

of both the latest and older preparatory work. It is worth noting that the single most 

important source of law in this thesis is the SCA, since very few provisions from the 

relevant EU directives relate to the provisions here discussed, in any materially 

                                                
14"Olsen,"‘Rättsvetenskapliga"perspektiv’,"pp."106.115B"Korling"et."al.,"Juridisk$metodlära,"p."21.""
15"Östberg,"Styrelseledamöters$lojalitetsplikt$[diss.],"pp."48.49."
16"See" for" example" Supreme" Court" case" NJA" 1997" s." 418B" Östberg," Styrelseledamöters$ lojalitetsplikt$
[diss.],"pp."28.29"and"49.""
17"Östberg,"Styrelseledamöters$lojalitetsplikt$[diss.],"pp."49.50.""
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significant manner. For example, although the second company directive 2012/30/EU 

does contain regulations related to value transfers in articles 17-18, these and associated 

case law lend little guidance to our discussion of de facto value transfers. I will, 

however, take into account legislation stemming from the European legislator where I 

deem it necessary and relevant, for example in terms of the new accounting reporting 

standards.  

Since this thesis is about CSR, a concept that is not explicitly regulated by 

corporate law, it has been considered important to investigate the law from an external 

societal perspective as well.18 This perspective is closely associated with the method of 

argumentation above, which takes into account the teleological motives of the law and 

the specific provision in question. Therefore, chapters two and four will be particularly 

influenced by the disciplines of business and economics, as these disciplines will allow 

us to grasp how the aims of corporate law ultimately could be achieved. The fact that an 

external perspective could be considered particularly appropriate in a thesis that 

explores the interrelationship between CSR and corporate law is confirmed by the 

Danish legal theorist and Professor Jørgen Dalberg-Larsen:  
 

An area, which it seems very difficult to approach from the traditional viewpoints, 
but still is very important for many lawyers, is Corporate Social Responsibility.19  

 
In terms of critical terminology used the following should be noted. Swedish readers 

can find a glossary of legal key concepts in Swedish and their corresponding 

expressions in English just before the page containing the table of contents. The 

appropriate translations have been decided on a case-by-case basis, using various 

glossaries.20  Unlike the Finnish legislator, the Swedish legislator has not yet issued a 

translation of the SCA from Swedish to English. Therefore a version translated by the 

authorised translator Maxwell Arding has been used, with a few minor adjustments.21  

  

                                                
18"Olsen,"‘Rättsvetenskapliga"perspektiv’,"pp."106.115.""
19"Dalberg.Larsen,$Perspektiver$på$ret$og$retsvidenskab,"p."101."""
20"Glossary"for"the"Courts"of"SwedenB"Fars$engelska$ordbok:$svenskHengelsk$och$engelskHsvenskB"
Martinger,"Juridikordbok:$svenskHengelsk$fackordbok.$$
21
$Arding,"Swedish$Companies$Act:$aktiebolagslagen$i$översättning$1$juni$2014,"1."uppl."""
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2 | CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY   
 
This section aims to offer the reader an introduction to Corporate Social Responsibility. I shall 
endeavour to capture the essence of the concept, place it in its historical and current corporate 
governance context and investigate what current business research has to say about the link 
between CSR and companies’ financial performance.  
 

 

 
2.1 Contemporary CSR  
 
In 2013, the global firm KPMG reported that 79 of the 100 largest Swedish companies 

reported on their application of CSR policies. Two years later the figure was 87 of 100. 

Over a period of seven years the number of Swedish companies that had started to 

report their CSR commitments had increased by 27 percent. 22  Similarly, Professor 

Edward Freeman has underlined that Swedish companies (and their counterparts in the 

rest of the Nordics) perform disproportionately well in CSR and sustainability 

performance measurements. Few Swedish publicly listed companies seem to fail to 

recognise the importance of sustaining long-term relationships with a variety of 

stakeholders, in order ultimately to excel financially.23  

Politicians and policy makers around the globe have acted vigorously to 

encourage the adoption of CSR, particularly by enacting laws that require businesses to 

disclose information related to issues closely associated with CSR, such as labour 

conditions and corruption. Indeed, KMPG suggests that the greatest driver of 

companies’ adoption of non-financial reporting standards has been, and continues to be, 

legislation.24 Around 2,000 Swedish companies will soon be required to present non-

financial information on issues related to for example the environment, human rights, 

employees and corruption. 25  The United Nations (UN) has established the Global 

Compact, and the principles therein strive to improve ethics and conduct of businesses 

globally. It came into force in June 2000, and constitutes one of the world’s largest CSR 

initiatives with over 8,000 corporate participants. The ten principles encompass human 

and labour rights, corruption and environmental issues.26 The Swedish government has 

                                                
22"KPMG’s"report"Change$of$currents,"URL:"
http://www.kpmg.com/cn/en/issuesandinsights/articlespublications/pages/kpmg.survey.of.corporate.
responsibility.reporting.2015.o.201511.aspx,"last"visited:"05.05.2016.""
23"Freeman"et."al.,"‘Corporate"Social"Responsibility"and"Sustainability"in"Scandinavia’,"pp."3.4.""
24"KPMG’s"report"Change$of$currents,"supra"note"22.""
25"Directive$2014/95/EU$of$the$European$Parliament$and$of$the$Council$of$22$October$2014.$The"Swedish"
legislator"has"stressed"that"the"list"of"exemplifications"is"not"exhaustive,"compare"Ds"2014:45"pp."49.53.""
26"UN"Global"Compact,"URL:"https://www.unglobalcompact.org/,"last"visited:"05.05.2016.""
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issued non-binding policy documents in which it explains its position on corporate 

wealth building and the role of companies in society. In one communiqué from the 

Foreign Ministry, the Government reaffirms the public policy stance that CSR is to be 

handled by the industry itself, even though the ministry does stress the need for 

companies to employ a long-term view on value creation and to operate in an 

economically, environmentally and socially sustainable way.27 The government has also 

opened a National Coordinating Centre as a result of the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD)’s guidelines for multinational enterprises (MNEs). 

The guidelines are a collection of principles that represent responsible business 

behaviour. While the coordination centre has no authority to impose any sanctions on 

Swedish MNEs, it can nonetheless issue statements prepared by qualified lawyers and 

judges as a response to notifications by for example non-governmental organisations.28   

 
2.2 CSR and the evolving Swedish model of corporate 
governance  
 
Sweden has historically had a few large investment companies, including Investor and 

Industrivärden, which have exerted control over some of Sweden’s largest publicly 

listed companies. Many board members and managing directors had (and still have) 

close ties to such powerhouses. The market for corporate control was weak and few 

hostile takeovers occurred, as the groups managed to consolidate their influence through 

shares that carried more voting rights, pyramidal ownership structures and cross-

ownerships. At the same time, minority shareholders enjoyed little protection.29 

The Swedish system of corporate governance of today has been said to be a cross 

between the systems of continental Europe and those of the Anglo-American countries. 

While it is clear that many of the characteristics of the Swedish financial market during 

the 20th century still remain, such as the influential (albeit less so) traditional 

investment companies, it is likewise clear that companies have adopted styles of 

corporate governance that inevitably make them increasingly resemble their Anglo-

                                                
27"Utrikesdepartement"(UD),"Hållbart$företagande$–$plattform$för$svenskt$agerande,"p."10,"URL:"
http://www.regeringen.se/contentassets/b692b43679c54e0aa9ec33d05c348adf/hallbart.foretagande...
plattform.for.svenskt.agerande,"last"visited:"05.05.2016.""
28"MNE"Guidelines,"URL:"http://mneguidelines.oecd.org/text/,"last"visited:"05.05.2016B"The"National"
Coordinating"Centre,"URL:"http://www.regeringen.se/artiklar/2015/12/nationella.kontaktpunkten.nkp/,"last"
visited:"05.05.2016B"Advokaten,"Fakta$om$Nationella$kontaktpunkten$och$OECD,$nr$1$2004$årgång$70,"
URL:"https://www.advokatsamfundet.se/Advokaten/Tidningsnummer/2004/Nr.1.2004.Argang.70/Fakta.
om.Nationella.kontaktpunkten.och.OECD/,"last"visited:"05.05.2016.""
29"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus"[diss.],"p."69.""
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American counterparts.30 Ownership is increasingly becoming dispersed, and foreign 

institutional owners, in particular American and British, have rapidly expanded their 

investment efforts in recent decades. As a result, a number of companies (including 

Electrolux and SKF) have abolished the classic dual class share structure. Asea and 

Astra have done so too, but as a result of their mergers with Swiss-based Brown Boveri 

and UK-based Zeneca. 31  Swedish cross-ownership has steadily decreased from the 

heights of the 1980s. The rarity of such ownership structures today has been interpreted 

as a consequence of investors’ calls for the prioritisation of shareholder value and the 

establishment of transparent corporate structures, readily accessible for corporate 

control.32 The following developments could be interpreted as a sign of the growing 

importance of the shareholder value model in Swedish corporate governance in recent 

decades:   
 
Increased divestments and focus on core operations. During the 1990s Swedish 

companies started increasingly to divest branches of their businesses to focus on one or 

a few core operations. They did so primarily to get rid of excess liquidity and to 

maximise shareholder returns. Volvo, for example, divested their pharmaceutical and 

food industry operations.33  
 

Share buybacks allowed. On 1 March 2000 Sweden became the last EU member to 

allow public limited companies to use share buybacks.34 The legislator argued that 

buybacks would increase the economy’s efficiency, but as Professor Jan Andersson has 

noted, the real reason for abolishing ‘one of the cornerstones in [Swedish] corporate 

law’35 was most likely international developments. The usage of share buybacks has 

been repeatedly referred to as one of the hallmarks of the shareholder value model.36 
 

The nature and role of the managing director has changed. The average period of 

employment among managing directors seems to be steadily decreasing, even though 

the tenures are still longer than in the United States. Managing directors are closely 

monitored against a set of short-term financial objectives rather than traditional long-
                                                
30"Svensk"kod"för"bolagsstyrning"(gällande"från"1"november"2015),"p."6B"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus"
[diss.],"p."70.""
31"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus"[diss.],"p."70."
32"Id.,"p."71.""
33"Id.,"p."71.""
34"SCA"(1975:1385)"chapter"7"section"3"and"SCA"(2005:551)"chapter"19"section"13B" "Nilsson," ’Sant"och"
falskt"om"förvärv"av"egna"aktier’,"pp."221.227.""
35"Andersson," ’Förmögenhetsrätten" och" bolagsrätten’," Festskrift" till" Nygaard," p." 248B" Nilsson," ’Sant" och"
falskt"om"förvärv"av"egna"aktier’,"pp."221.227.""
36"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus"[diss.],"p."71.""
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term strategic objectives. Shareholders seem less patient with managing directors who 

fail to achieve their financial objectives and match competitors, since they serve 

increasingly shorter tenures. The role has changed in for example the sense that an 

integral part of the operational duties includes the sustaining of good investor and 

business press relations. It has even been claimed that managing directors have been 

forced to increasingly devote their attention to investor relations rather than to core 

operations, and to act in the media as symbolic representatives of their often very large 

and complex company groups. In addition, they are also asked to assume more 

responsibilities relative to the board.37   
 

The way managing directors are rewarded is gradually changing. Swedish managing 

directors are increasingly being awarded larger performance-based remunerations. 

Sweden is, though, moving away from very low levels of performance-based 

remuneration. Studies have found that Swedish managing directors earn approximately 

30 % less than their Nordic counterparts and the performance-based part is among the 

smallest in Europe. In their comprehensive investigation of over 3,000 companies 

worldwide, Fernandes et. al. showed that the performance related part of remuneration 

packages in the United States amounted to 66 %, whilst the same figure in Sweden was 

21 %. The average worldwide was 46 % and the figures for countries like Norway and 

Germany were significantly higher than Sweden’s at 40 and 51 %, respectively. 

Moreover and interestingly, out of the 21 % just 2 % was related to the share price 

(shares and options) while the same figure for the United States was 39 %, Norway 15 

% and Germany 10 %. 38  Thus, Sweden has probably not adopted the kind of 

remuneration practices associated with Anglo-American corporate governance, even 

though there have been changes since the 1980s.  
 

Institutional owners have multiplied. Both Swedish and foreign institutional owners, in 

particular influential American and British ones, have helped to increase the focus on 

short-term shareholder value relative to the investment horizons of the traditional 

shareholder groups in Sweden, including Investor. The new investors lack long-term 

personal commitments and interests in the businesses, unlike the traditional industrial 

                                                
37"Karlberg" Petrelius,"Den$ medialiserade$ direktören" [diss.]," e.g." pp." 62.67B" Wallander," ‘Om" styrning" av"
bolag’,"p."78B"Bergström,"Företagsledarens$ lön,"pp."53.54B"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$ i$ fokus" [diss.],"pp."
75.76.""
38"Bergström,$Företagsledarens$lön,"pp."12.16,"20,"53.54.""
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families and investment companies.39 While the families emphasised long-term growth 

and development, the new owners’ ‘overshadowing purpose of investor ownership was 

to maximise their returns, in particular through rising share prices.’40 The companies 

still controlled by industrial families like Douglas, Persson and Lundberg and other 

investment companies have not significantly diverted from their historic investment 

philosophies. They do expect healthy returns, but there is much that suggests that they 

have not abandoned their traditional principal corporate objective: long-term growth 

and value creation.41  
 

The increasing use of cash flow models of firm performance. During the 1980s and 

1990s the old styles of evaluating firm performance by analysts, including the P/E ratio, 

was replaced by value based management (VBM) models that aimed to maximise 

shareholder value.42 During the first half of the 1990s the use of models like EVA™ 

exploded, and they were celebrated by the business press as the solution to the on-going 

destruction of shareholder value, which they argued that most (even profitable) 

Swedish companies had previously engaged in.43  
 

Corporate philanthropy is on the rise. Swedish limited companies have not 

traditionally engaged in corporate philanthropy to the extent that is common in, for 

example, the United States. This development might be a result of increasing Anglo-

American ownership. We will have reason to study the statistics in chapter three, 

section four.   
 
Since the first explicit mention of shareholder value in corporate financial reports 

around 1995, the corporate objective of maximising shareholder value has been an 

essential component of Swedish corporate governance. As demonstrated above, there is 

much that suggests that a great deal of the Anglo-American version of the shareholder 

value model has gradually been implemented in Swedish corporate governance in recent 

decades. This followed on from a gain in momentum in the United Kingdom and United 

States during the hostile takeovers of the 1980s and 1990s, and the associated changes 

to corporate governance norms.44 Professors Niklas Hellman and Johnny Lind at the 

Stockholm School of Economics confirm the increasing influence of the shareholder 
                                                
39"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus"[diss.],"p."71B"Wallander,"‘Om"styrning"av"bolag’,"p."72."
40"Wallander,"‘Om"styrning"av"bolag’,"p."72.""
41"Wallander,"‘Om"styrning"av"bolag’,"p."74.""
42"Hellman"&"Lind,"Aktieägarvärde$och$koncernstyrning,"p."341.""
43"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus"[diss.],"p."72.""
44"Armour"&"Konzelmann,"Shareholder$Primacy$and$the$Trajectory$of$UK$Corporate$Governance,"p."21.""
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value model on Swedish corporate governance in their study of seventeen large Swedish 

companies. 45  All corporate decision makers in the study defined their company’s 

principal corporate objective as the creation of shareholder value. On the same note, the 

study also confirmed that the companies made great efforts to sustain good investor 

relations. Particularly important were the stock market analysts and their forecasts of 

firm performance. 46  Jan Wallander, an avid opponent of executive remuneration 

packages and bonuses, argues that:  
 

The observation that shareholders were not at the top of management teams’ lists 
until the end of the 1970s is probably right. The change thereafter has however 
been very dramatic, and the risk of corporate managers today failing to sufficiently 
recognise this interest appears to be non-existent.47  
 

The earliest expressions of Swedish corporate responsibility can be traced back to the 

17th century when countryside owners of ironworks and saw mills financed the running 

of social facilities, including hospitals and schools. 48  These private arrangements 

continued until the revolutionary period of transformative change we know as the Great 

Industrialisation. As industrialisation picked up in pace and the welfare state gradually 

appeared, the responsibilities that previously had been assumed by businesses were 

transferred to the steadily growing public sector. 49  The long period of voluntary 

responsibility nonetheless had a lasting impact on the Swedish way of doing business. 

Publicly listed companies, including Sandvik and Ericsson, continued to commit to 

various social initiatives during the 20th century well after the establishment of public 

schools, healthcare and other welfare institutions.  

Some of the earliest proponents of a stakeholder model of corporate governance 

during the 1960s were in fact Swedish. Many influential American stakeholder 

theorists, including Professor Edward Freeman, would later cite Professor Eric 

Rhenman at the Stockholm School of Economics. Much of Rhenman’s pioneering work 

was done in his mission for Svenska Arbetsgivareföreningen (currently the 

Confederation of Swedish Enterprise), and was an attempt to show the workers and 

unions that all interests were essential in the successful running of the industries and the 

‘Swedish Model’. The unions’ calls for the adoption of corporate democracy were 
                                                
45 "Fourteen" of" the" companies’" shares" were" the" most" traded" on" the" so.called" A.list," a" previous"
categorisation"used"by"the"stock"exchange"in"Stockholm.""
46"Hellman"&"Lind,"‘Aktieägarvärde"och"koncernstyrning’,"p."351.""
47"Wallander,"‘Om"styrning"av"bolag’,"p."52.""
48"Grafström"et."al.,"CSR:$Företagsansvar$i$förändring,"pp."28.29."""
49"De"Geer"et."al.,"Värdeskapande$CSR:$Hur$företag$tar$socialt$ansvar,"p."15.""
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therefore unnecessary. 50  The 20th century would indeed be deeply influenced by 

Rhenman’s model and the cooperative spirit of the Swedish Model. Values like 

solidarity, equity and justice played a significant role in a society harbouring a large 

public sector, but where the unions and industry were nonetheless expected 

independently to level the playing field between them and set the rules of the game. 

According to the previously leading business manager and professor Jan Wallander, 

directors during the 1960s and 70s followed ‘mostly the conviction that there were more 

productive ways of using corporate assets than distributing them to a bunch of 

shareholders. The tax system favoured that view.’51 At the time, Swedish companies did 

not assume social responsibility by donating corporate assets to various charities but by 

paying taxes, wages and fostering long-term relationships with employees, unions and 

other stakeholders, including the communities in which they operated.52 The situation 

was hence quite different from the United States, where corporate philanthropy grew in 

popularity following a court case that approved a financial endowment to Princeton 

University.53   

Borglund concludes in his dissertation that Swedish companies are still committed 

to developing and fostering long-term relationships with employees and other 

stakeholders. How then could the findings of Hellman and Lind above be reconciled 

with the long history of Swedish companies’ assuming differing social responsibilities, 

and the fact that these perform at the top of the CSR league? The answer is simple and 

intuitive: the model of corporate governance we know of as the shareholder value model 

has been adapted to the circumstances, culture and expectations that Swedish limited 

companies face. Thus in this sense, the developments we have identified above should 

probably not be viewed as the foreshadowing of a full implementation of the classic 

shareholder value model, but rather as the implementation of what is widely called the 

enlightened shareholder value model (ESV). This model places long-term shareholder 

wealth maximisation at the top whilst simultaneously recognising that a prerequisite for 

this maximisation is the fostering of long-term relationships with various stakeholders.54 

In that sense it is probably more right to conclude, as the Danish Supreme Court Justice 

Jan Schans Christensen has done, that Nordic companies for most of the 20th century 

                                                
50"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus"[diss.],"pp."76.77.""
51"Wallander,"‘Om"styrning"av"bolag’,"p."49."""
52"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus$[diss.],"pp."90.91.""
53"Vogel,"The$Market$for$Virtue,$pp."17.19B"Grafström"et."al.,"CSR:$Företagsansvar$i$förändring,"pp."29.30.""
54"Keay,"The$Enlightened$Shareholder$Value$Principle,"pp."65.85B"Borglund,"Aktieägarvärden$i$fokus"[diss.]"
pp."14.15"and"267.269.""
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have pursued corporate wealth maximisation rather than the traditional purist 

conception of shareholder wealth maximisation.55  

  
2.3 Defining CSR - a futile exercise  
 
In Professor Archie Carroll’s article ‘A three-dimensional conceptual model of 

corporate social performance’ from 1979, CSR was described to encompass all legal, 

ethical and discretionary expectations that society has of organisations at a given point 

in time.56 Some time later Carroll described CSR as a multi-layered concept that could 

be illustrated using a pyramid. Full achievement of CSR would occur, according to 

Carroll, when the company had met the requirements of all layers in the pyramid. At the 

base of the pyramid Carroll placed a company’s economic responsibilities, as he 

recognised that the principal role of the firm was to profitably produce goods and 

services in order to ensure long-term 

survival; the economic success of the 

company was thus the sine qua non of CSR.57 

Since Carroll’s basic framework was 

published, various scholars, organisations 

and companies have published a multitude of 

definitions of CSR. One study indeed 

conservatively estimated the existence of 37 

different definitions employed in research.58 

Some scholars, including Professors 

McWilliams and Siegel, have argued that 

CSR essentially involves corporate actions 

that further some social good which is 

beyond the interest of the firm and the 

minimum requirements established by law.59 Carroll and Shabana on the other hand 

have rather recently argued that CSR is not necessarily beyond the interest of the firm, 

as some CSR activities demonstrate a convergence between the company’s bottom line 

                                                
55"Schans"Christensen,"Ledelse$og$aktionærer,$p."33.""
56"Carroll,"‘A"Three.Dimensional"Conceptual"Model"of"Corporate"Social"Performance’,"p."499.""
57"Jobber,"Principles$and$practice$of$marketing,"pp."201.202B"Carroll"&"Shabana," ‘The"Business"Case"for"
Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"p."89."
58"Carroll"&"Shabana,"‘The"Business"Case"for"Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"p."89.""
59"McWilliams"&"Siegel,"‘Corporate"Social"Responsibility:"A"Theory"of"the"Firm"Perspective’,"pp."117.127.""
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and the social interests of society. 60  The John F. Kennedy School of Government 

reverberates the idea of CSR as a way of managing the corporation efficiently and 

profitably by stating that it is something beyond philanthropy and compliance.61 Hence, 

one can conclude that there is no single widely accepted definition of CSR from a 

social, economical or legal point of view. On the contrary it seems as if the concept is 

constantly evolving as a result of an incalculable array of factors, including media 

exposure, public pressure, government intervention and management trends. Instead of 

engaging in the rather futile exercise of defining the concept, most business scholars 

outline the possible broad dimensions in which businesses can discharge their CSR 

policies. The pie chart above is based on the categorisation employed by Professor 

David Jobber. I have however added the tax policy segment to reconnect to the recent 

conclusion that the concept is constantly evolving; in the wake of tax haven scandals 

like the Panama Papers, calls have been made by media, governments and others that a 

company’s social responsibility ought to include disengagement from aggressive tax 

avoidance and planning.62 The Economist noted, with reference to pharmaceutical giant 

Pfizer’s shift of tax domicile to Ireland, and the ensuing US public’s outrage that:  
 

[Companies] should recognise that there is a big difference between moving to a 

place like Ireland because it has made a more sensible trade-off between collecting 

taxes and promoting business, and indulging in contortions such as the “Double 

Irish with a Dutch Sandwich”, whose only aim is to avoid paying taxes 

anywhere.63 

 
2.4 Does doing well mean doing good?   
 
A voluminous body of research has been devoted to the investigation of whether 

companies’ CSR policies coincide with the interest of making long-term profits. If so, 

the intense criticism spearheaded by above all the late Professor Milton Friedman, who 

emphatically stressed that the sole social responsibility of the business was to make 

profits to its shareholders, would be defeated.64 Since the publication of Friedman’s 

                                                
60"Carroll"&"Shabana,"‘The"Business"Case"for"Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,$p."102.""
61"The"John"F."Kennedy"School"of"Government,"CSR"Initiative"."our"approach,$URL:$
www.hks.harvard.edu/m.rcbg/CSRI/init_approach.html,"last"visited:"05.05.2016.""
62"Jobber,"Principles$and$practice$of$marketing,"p."204.""
63"The$ Economist,$ ‘Social" saints," fiscal" fiends’," News" Analysis" from" Economist.com," 29th" of" December"
2015," URL:" http://www.economist.com/news/business.and.finance/21684770.social.saints.fiscal.fiends.
opinions.vary.whether.firms.can.be.socially.responsible,"last"visited:"05.05.2016."$
64"Friedman,"‘The"Social"Responsibility"of"Business"is"to"Increase"its"Profits’,"New$York$Times$Magazine,"
pp."32.33B"Carroll"&"Shabana,"‘The"Business"Case"for"Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"pp."91.92.""
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Capitalism and Freedom and his famous article in the New York Times Magazine, the 

general debate on CSR has shifted away from an ethics to performance orientation.65 

Today, the majority of business researchers are essentially asking themselves if the 

economic performance of companies can be boosted if management (and boards) 

address both the core operations as well as the businesses’ presumed responsibilities to 

the broader community.66 Carroll and Shabana categorise the business case for CSR 

into, what they call, the ‘narrow’ and ‘broad’ view. Long-term profit maximisation, also 

simply known as the ‘business case for CSR’, represents the narrow view of CSR. 

According to this view, CSR can only be justified on the basis that there is a clear 

positive link between the CSR policy in question and the bottom line of the business. 

The broad view on the other hand reflects the ideas of Professor Michael Porter and 

Mark Kramer in their famous Harvard Business Review article ‘Creating Shared Value’:  
 
Businesses must reconnect company success with social progress. Shared value is 
not social responsibility, philanthropy, or even sustainability, but a new way to 
achieve economic success.67 

 
The above-mentioned scholars thus argue that a generic profit standard against which 

all CSR policies must be evaluated simply does not allow the flexibility needed to fit 

CSR neatly into the firm’s unique competitive framework. This ultimately hinders 

businesses from identifying and exploiting opportunities that would not be refuted 

under the broad view.68  

Oceans of academic studies, encompassing all kinds of companies and employing 

different time spans and statistical methods, have investigated whether there is any link 

between companies’ commitments to CSR and their economic performance in a narrow 

sense. The findings have, to say the least, been inconsistent. One widely cited and 

ambitious meta-study has suggested that there is empirical support that doing good 

translates into doing well.69 Others have not, as McWilliams et. al. note:  
 
These studies usually attempted to answer the question: do firms do well by doing 
good? The reported results have ranged from showing a negative relation between 

                                                
65 "Vogel," Market$ for$ virtue," pp." 20.21B" Carroll" &" Shabana," ‘The" Business" Case" for" Corporate" Social"
Responsibility’,"p."92.""
66"Carroll"&"Shabana,"‘The"Business"Case"for"Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"p."92.""
67"Porter"&"Kramer,"‘Creating"Shared"Value’,"p."64."
68"Carroll"&"Shabana," ‘The"Business"Case" for"Corporate"Social"Responsibility’," p." 93B"Porter"&"Kramer,"
‘Creating"Shared"Value’,"pp."62.77.""
69 "Orlitzky" et.al.," ‘Corporate" Social" and" Financial" Performance’," pp." 403.441B" Mallin," Corporate$
Governance,"pp."149.152.""
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CSR and firm performance, to showing no relation, to showing a positive relation 
[…] There is little consistency in these findings.70  
 

All-in-all the narrow business case for CSR has been notoriously hard to consistently 

prove. I might say this is demonstrated by the fact that Carroll and Shabana trying to 

prove the business case, largely by basing their argument on qualitative case 

observations, that CSR can be used to reduce costs, and, risk, to create competitive 

advantages, to strengthen reputation and legitimacy and to create win-win situations.71  

Interestingly enough, the studies that have identified a positive link between CSR 

policies and firm performance have often concluded that firms need to carefully 

consider what the optimum level of CSR expenditure is. Zhan and Halvarsson confirm 

previous research in their award-winning thesis from Stockholm School of Economics, 

by confirming not only that the effect of CSR expenditure is larger among Swedish 

publicly listed companies than among their US equivalents, but also that “[t]he lowest 

and highest CSR performing firms experience the largest effect on implied cost of 

equity capital”72. Thus companies that invest in CSR policies, in particular concerning 

the environment, can take advantage of discounted financing of their capital costs as 

soon as the firm has reached the span of CSR expenditures that constitutes the optimum 

investment level. Below and above this level of CSR investments firms do not 

experience lower capital costs. The very idea that the costs of some firms’ collective 

CSR policies at some point in time can grow so large as to outstrip the net benefits 

accrued to the firm is, however, not new. The prominent management scholar Professor 

Henry Mintzberg made the following remark back in 1983: “the stock market is willing 

to reward social responsibility only to a point. It pays to be good but not too good”73. 

The difference between the US and Swedish markets in Zhan and Halvarsson’s 

study can be explained by another study, in which the scholars found that the propensity 

of firms to employ strategic CSR policies depended on two factors: the degree of 

competition in the market and the extent to which consumers were willing to pay a 

premium for products from a company perceived as socially responsible.74 The US 

market is a more competitive market, and thus it is logical that companies engage in 

CSR relatively less than do their Swedish counterparts (though another factor is that 
                                                
70"McWilliams"et."al.,"‘Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"pp."11.12.""
71"Carroll"&"Shabana,"‘The"Business"Case"for"Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"pp."97.102.""
72"Halvarsson"&"Zhan,"Corporate$Social$Responsibility$and$the$Cost$of$Capital,"pp."30"and"39.40.""
73"Mintzberg," ‘The" Case" for" Corporate" Social" Responsibility’," p." 10," cited" in" Carroll" &" Shabana," ‘The"
Business"Case"for"Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"p."100.""
74"McWilliams"et."al.,"‘Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"p."9.""
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Swedish consumers might be more willing to pay a premium for such products, as 

possibly indicated by for example the significantly higher sales of fair trade products on 

the Swedish market).75  
It follows from above and the findings of Carroll, Shabana, Mintzberg, 

McWilliams and others that it seems likely that social responsibility indeed can make 

sense, but only for some companies under some circumstances.  

  

                                                
75"Hall"&"Soskice,$Varieties$of$Capitalism,"p."8B"McWilliams"et."al.,"‘Corporate"Social"Responsibility’,"p."10B"
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3 | THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK  
 
This chapter aims to appreciate how much room the SCA leaves to companies to pursue their 
CSR policies by studying the application of the rules related to the legal purpose, directors’ 
duties, de facto value transfers and corporate gifts. The section on the value transfer framework 
is very much based on an essay I wrote during a course in capital markets law.  
 

 

 
3.1 The duties of the board of directors and the managing 
director  
 
Swedish public companies (and consequently Swedish publicly listed companies) must 

appoint a board, consisting of at least three members and one managing director.76 The 

managing director is expected to manage the day-to-day administration of the 

business.77 The concept ‘day-to-day administration’ is a very broad one, which includes 

the execution and handling of the operations of the business, the supervision of 

employees and the management of the business’ assets and financial accounts in a 

manner that is efficient and complies with legal regulations. The board is required to 

oversee the work of the managing director and to issue instructions, which could 

include specifying what decisions the managing director can settle independently, 

without referring to the board. It is however not permissible to issue instructions that 

effectively deprive the managing director of his or her position as the individual 

ultimately responsible for the day-to-day administration. The managing director can 

thus, for example, ignore instructions that suggest that he or she cannot delegate any 

operational activities without the consent of the board.78  

Decisions which, with regard to the company’s size and other circumstances, are 

of an unusual character or otherwise of great importance to the company do not belong 

to the day-to-day administration of the business. These decisions are instead to be taken 

by the board, which in turn has a general duty to supervise the day-to-day 

administration, structure and performance of the business.79 The result of the board’s 

work should be a business that creates value, complies with regulations and exhibits 

bookkeeping that is efficiently and purposefully organised. It has been said that the 

board has achieved a satisfactory degree of internal control when the systems, policies 
                                                
76"SCA"(2005:551)"chapter"8"section"46"and"chapter"7"section"50.""
77"SCA"(2005:551)"chapter"8"section"29"paragraph"1B"Johansson,"Svensk$associationsrätt$i$huvuddrag,"10"
ed.,"p."126.""
78"Johansson,"Svensk$associationsrätt$i$huvuddrag,"10"ed.,"pp."126.128."""
79"Id.,"p."127B"SCA"(2005:551)"chapter"8"sections"4.5."
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and routines put in place are efficient enough to prevent, eliminate or reduce all sorts of 

risks that ultimately pose a threat to the objectives of the company.80 Thus, boards can 

possibly fulfil some of their duties by applying strategic and appropriate CSR policies 

that fit the firm, since they thereby can mitigate risks related to business operations.81 

Even though it is clear that Swedish corporate law allows the board to wield great 

power over the managing director, it is likewise clear that the division of duties as 

prescribed by the SCA does not necessarily reflect the reality in many Swedish publicly 

listed companies. The managing director of these large and complex corporate 

structures often exerts considerable influence, as the board inevitably suffers from 

comparatively less knowledge and information about the business (this conclusion also 

follows from chapter 2 section 2, in which it was suggested that managing directors 

continue to assume relatively more responsibilities than the board). It has therefore 

been suggested by Professor Svante Johansson that the board in many cases could be 

characterised as having the role of an advisor, monitor and controller of decisions ex 

post.82 The suggestion that most directors probably act as advisors and controllers of 

decisions ex post rather than as decision-makers is perhaps not strange, considering the 

number of boards on which many of them serve.83 It follows then that the managing 

director probably in reality exerts great influence over the company’s policies related to 

CSR, since a strategic issue like CSR probably demands detailed knowledge of the 

individual risks associated with the different components of business operations, not 

merely a general knowledge of industry strategy and financial indicators.  

In Swedish corporate law the boards and managing directors are expected not only 

to fulfil the duties associated with their positions but also to act loyally in relation to 

their principal (the company), even though this duty alone cannot substantiate a damage 

claim.84 The general duty of loyalty involves the requirement on the fiduciary not to act 

in a way that is contrary to the interests of the company, and to abstain from involving 

themselves in decisions that could, at the company’s expense, benefit themselves or a 

third party. The assessment of whether a breach of the general duty of loyalty has taken 

place should be made in an objective manner. Hence such a breach need not involve any 

actions pursued with the intent to inflict damages on the company, even though such an 

                                                
80"Svernlöv"&"Österman,"Rapport:$CSR$och$företagsbeskattning,"p."33.""
81"Id.,"p."33.""
82"Johansson,"Svensk$associationsrätt$i$huvuddrag,"10"ed.,"pp."127.128."""
83"Bohman,"Rapport:"Svenska$aktiebolags$styrelsenätverk,"Swedish"Competition"Authority,"pp."26.27.""
84 "Östberg," Styrelseledamöters$ lojalitetsplikt$ [diss.]," p." 140B" Eklund" &" Stattin," Aktiebolagsrätt$ och$
aktiemarknadsrätt,"pp."268.269."
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intent should be considered an aggravating factor in a court case.85 The specific duties 

of loyalty, which ultimately are based on the general duty of loyalty above, have been 

specified by Jessica Östberg as obliging managing and board directors not to, among 

other things, breach the duty to comply with instructions from superior corporate 

bodies.86 The general meeting of shareholders (the general meeting) is authorised by 

law to take a number of decisions related to matters of essential importance to the 

shareholders. Typically such decisions have the potential to alter the conditions under 

which they invested, and include the issuing of new shares and changes to the articles of 

association.87 The general meeting can however give instructions, to the board and the 

managing director, that relate to the operations of the business, as long as the 

instructions are not contrary to the SCA, the Annual Accounts Act (AAA) or the articles 

of association.88 This rule is correspondingly applicable to instructions between the 

board and managing director.89 In addition, instructions from the general meeting are 

not allowed to be in conflict with the best interests of the company or the basic division 

of duties, which follows from the hierarchical structure of the ‘Nordic model’. As we 

will have reason to discuss what is in the best interests of the company below, we will 

leave this for now and instead discuss the prohibition of instructions that run the risk of 

jeopardising the company’s basic division of duties. The rule in question is meant to 

protect shareholders, creditors and society at large. Hence, the limitation cannot be set 

aside even if all shareholders give their consent. Since there are no strict and defined 

legal norms that demarcate the duties of the managing director or the board, the 

assessment of whether the basic division of duties has been set aside must be made on a 

case-by-case basis. If it turns out that one or several instructions put together result in a 

distortion of the usual division of duties in the company, the limitation is activated and 

the instruction should be ignored.90 It should be emphasised though that the general 

meeting possesses vast power in Swedish corporate law, much like a sovereign 

monarch. It has therefore been said that the general meeting can instruct the board and 

managing director in practically any issue related to the business, as long as the 

                                                
85"Östberg,"Styrelseledamöters$lojalitetsplikt$[diss.],"pp."153.154."""
86"Östberg,"Styrelseledamöters$lojalitetsplikt$[diss.],"p."145.""
87"Eklund"&"Stattin,"Aktiebolagsrätt$och$aktiemarknadsrätt,"p."176."
88"SCA"(2005:551)"chapter"8"section"41"paragraph"2. "
89"Eklund"&"Stattin,"Aktiebolagsrätt$och$aktiemarknadsrätt,"p."176.""
90"Id.,"pp."177.178.""
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managing director or board is not fully deprived of the right to control the operations of 

the business.91  

The company officers are not only expected to act loyally; they are also expected 

to take due care when exercising the duties that have been bestowed upon them. The 

assessment whether a failure to perform a duty is severe enough to form the basis of a 

damage claim is based on a test of reasonableness. To explain the assessment, some 

Swedish scholars have argued that it should be conducted much like the assessment 

under the American business judgment rule. The business judgment rule essentially 

protects business decisions made by the board as long as the decision satisfies four 

requirements: (1) The board must have made a decision; (2) which was informed and 

sufficiently investigated; (3) and taken under such circumstances that it was free from 

conflicts of interests; (4) and not the result of grossly negligent actions. In Swedish law 

a breach of business judgment typically occurs in a few distinct cases; when the 

decision has been made without a proper foregoing investigation, the risk-taking is 

particularly flagrant, or when the directors have failed to fulfil their supervisory duties 

or to respond to a pressing issue. As a rule of thumb, it is reasonable to suggest that the 

required level and scope of the investigation is a function of the decision’s importance 

to the company in question. On the other hand, it is important to realise that some issues 

and business opportunities require swift decisions, and subsequently that the 

aforementioned thumb rule frequently does not hold. A number of factors should thus 

be considered: the importance of the decision to the company, the amount of time and 

financial resources that could be freed up to prepare the decision, the way the decision 

has been made and executed, the knowledge of the directors, and whether the issue 

decided upon is similar to previously resolved issues.92  

Even though one can discuss whether the American business judgment rule has 

been incorporated into Swedish law, it is nonetheless clear that a very similar principle 

is enforced. Just as in US courts, Swedish courts are unlikely to review a business 

decision, related to CSR or otherwise, unless it has been made on an insufficiently 

informed basis and cannot be subsumed under the general operations and objects of the 

business.93  

 

                                                
91"SOU"1995:44"p."77B"SOU"2004:130"p."77.""
92"Eklund"&"Stattin,"Aktiebolagsrätt$och$aktiemarknadsrätt,"pp."271.276.""
93"Stattin,"Företagsstyrning,"2"ed.,"pp."359.61"and"365.374.""
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3.2 The purpose, objects and interest of the limited 
company  
 
3.2.1 The aims of the Swedish Companies Act   
 
The limited company has, since its establishment in law, allowed investors to 

accumulate capital and to assume rational risks that ultimately benefit society at large.94 

Professors Reinier Kraakman and Henry Hansmann identify investor ownership as one 

of the characteristics of corporate law across the globe’s jurisdictions. As Kraakman and 

Hansmann rightly acknowledge, it is clear however that shareholding is often based on 

other motives than mere investor ownership, including such factors as tradition, 

personal enjoyment and fulfilment.95 The divergent motives among shareholders do not, 

on the other hand, imply that the principal aim of the SCA varies depending on the 

shareholder in question. Let us now attempt to determine what the aims of the SCA are. 

We will do so by employing the categorisation used by several Swedish scholars, in 

which the principal or overarching aim (or aims) is separated from the multitude of 

underlying ones that exist to fulfil the principal aim (or aims).96  

Professor Jan Andersson identifies three principal aims of the SCA: (1) The 

promotion and development of businesses; (2) the stimulation of investor capital 

accumulation and; (3) the promotion of sales of goods and services.97 Professor Daniel 

Stattin seemingly agrees with Andersson’s reasoning, although he rightly recognises 

that the three principal aims suggested by Andersson do ‘partly overlap each other’98. 

From my point of view, it seems that the three principal aims, as suggested by 

Andersson overlap each other to such an extent that the two latter aims could be 

subsumed under the aim of promoting and facilitating the establishment and 

development of businesses. The SCA does after all regulate all types of limited 

companies regardless of their size, structure and ability to attract capital investments 

(which naturally is low for closely held family companies, for example). Moreover, one 

could argue that it seems rather constrained to include the promotion of sales as a 

separate principal aim; the aim to promote the establishment and development of 

                                                
94"Bergström"&"Samuelsson,"Aktiebolagets$grundproblem,"4"ed.,"p."19.""
95"Hansmann"&"Kraakmann"et.al.,"The$Anatomy$of$Corporate$Law,"1"ed.,"pp."5.15.""
96"E.g."Andersson,"Om$vinstutdelning$från$aktiebolag$[diss.],"pp."125.149B"Stattin,"Företagsstyrning,"2"ed.,"
pp."51.60.""
97"Andersson,"Om$vinstutdelning$från$aktiebolag"[diss.],"p."128.""
98"Stattin,"Företagsstyrning,"2"ed.,"p."54.""
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businesses must by definition also promote the sales of goods and services. No sales, no 

business.  

It follows from the above that the primary aim of the SCA could be considered to 

be the promotion and stimulation of businesses. Furthermore, based on an analysis of 

the different rules in the SCA and the groups they strive to protect it is possible to 

identify the following underlying aims of the SCA: (1) The protection of shareholders 

through various mechanisms such as the shareholder wealth maximisation rule in 

chapter 3 section 3; (2) The protection of transactions and the minimising of transaction 

costs by establishing rules on authority and by avoiding implementation of legislation 

that suppresses the formation and development of businesses; (3) The protection of third 

parties, primarily through the creditor protection rules in SCA chapter 17.99  

 
3.2.2 The objects of the limited company  
 
The articles of association of the company must contain the information specified in 

SCA chapter 3 section 1, including the objects of the company.100 A decision by a 

board, managing director or general meeting that is evidently contrary to the objects of 

the business runs the risk of being invalidated by a court.101  

Case law could offer some clarification as to what decisions are evidently contrary 

to the objects of the business. In a case from 1967 the business in question operated a 

mill, even though the articles of association also allowed the operations of ‘other related 

activities’.102 At an extraordinary general meeting, which the plaintiffs did not attend, 

the board of the company unanimously decided to divest the company’s two properties 

with the associated waterfall, production grinder, goodwill, brands and all inventories, 

except for some trucks. The Supreme Court concluded that the scope of the decision to 

divest had been too extensive since it effectively stopped the business from pursuing the 

trade specified in the articles of association. The assets of the company had therefore 

been used for a purpose that was evidently contrary to the objects of the company. In 

another case from 1987 the Supreme Court commented on the interpretation of the 

objects.103 Although the Supreme Court based its interpretation on the wording of the 

                                                
99"Prop." 2004/05:85" p." 201B" Stattin," Företagsstyrning," 2" ed.," p." 53B" Andersson,"Om$ vinstutdelning$ från$
aktiebolag$[diss.],"pp."132.145."""
100"Svernlöv"&"Österman,"Rapport:$CSR$i$företagsbeskattning,"p."30.""
101"Eklund"&"Stattin,"Aktiebolagsrätt$och$aktiemarknadsrätt,"p."115B"Svernlöv"&"Österman,"Rapport:$CSR$i$
företagsbeskattning,"p."30.""
102"Supreme"Court"case"NJA"1967"s."313.""
103"Supreme"Court"case"NJA"1987"s."394.""
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articles, it did nonetheless remark that a strict reading would not suffice, since 

associations should be granted a large degree of freedom in arranging their operations. 

The interpretation of the objects must therefore by necessity take social change and 

other developments into account. This dynamic interpretative method does indeed make 

perfect sense, since the articles of the association probably often become out-dated and 

therefore can be likened to having a ‘constitutional character’. It is nonetheless 

important to note that the case involved an unincorporated association; the Supreme 

Court stressed that the dynamic interpretative method was particularly important in 

cases comprising such organisations.  

The objects of the business could be argued to pose no serious problem for the 

implementation of CSR policies. The fact that only decisions that evidently breach the 

objects are of any importance essentially means that most conceivable activities related 

to CSR can be subsumed under the objects of a business. If the activity is unrelated to 

the operations of the business and does not add any indirect values (employer branding, 

goodwill etcetera) it must be evaluated against the rule on gifts in chapter 17 section 5 

(which will be discussed in detail below in section four). On the other hand, 

shareholders might influence corporate activities related to CSR by modifying the 

objects. I doubt the efficiency of such a blunt instrument though, since it is probably not 

in the shareholders’ interests to completely prohibit CSR policies. As suggested in 

chapter two, CSR policies can make sense for businesses, but have to be tailored to fit 

the unique competitive framework in which they are operating. Thus some companies, 

for example those that operate against a conscious niche of the consumer market, are 

likely to benefit from extensive CSR policies, while a resource extractor giant might not 

benefit at all from such policies. These strategic decisions are obviously best taken by 

those that possess the knowledge and expertise required to do so, that is, the board and 

the managing director. Modifying the objects obviously also involves the very delicate 

problem of defining a concept like social responsibility, a task which over fifty years of 

management theory has not yet completed. It is therefore likely that the board and 

managing director are recognised as better equipped to handle such a strategic issue.  

By and large, decisions related to CSR investments are in my opinion highly 

unlikely ever to fall into the category of decisions that have been overruled by the 

Supreme Court. The case law of the Court has showed that primarily extreme decisions, 

which effectively stop the business in question from pursuing its trade as specified in 

the articles, are likely to be invalidated.  
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3.2.3 The limited company’s interest  
 
All associations in Swedish corporate law, including limited companies, have 

members.104 The initial members act as incorporators of the limited company, but since 

shares are freely tradable in publicly listed companies the identity of members 

continuously shifts. The shifting identify of members does not however affect the day-

to-day administration of the limited company, since it has a distinct legal personality 

capable of assuming rights and obligations through the actions of the corporate 

proxies. 105  Knowing that the company technically is a distinct legal personality 

separated from those of its shareholders, one realises that it is necessary to analyse 

whether the limited company has any interests which are separate from those of its 

shareholders.  

The answer to the question whether one ought to equate the interests of the 

company with those of its shareholders is important. Swedish corporate law does, as has 

been described in chapter 3 section 1, require the board and managers to comply with a 

general duty of care and loyalty. Boards and managers are therefore also expected to 

refuse to execute an instruction from a superior corporate body if the instruction is 

evidently contrary to the interests of the company.106 The decisions that motivate a 

refusal have been described as being primarily those taken in breach of the legal 

purpose of the limited company (which in turn will be discussed at length below).107 

The identification of interest or interests under which the company should operate is 

therefore necessary to be able to oblige the management and board to act loyally in 

relation to the company.  

Skog and Rodhe simply conclude that the ‘interest of the company is the 

collective interests of its shareholders’108, although they also reckon that such a locution 

is of little use in solving conflicts between shareholders.109 Svernlöv and Österman note 

that most Swedish legal corporate scholars assert, just as Skog and Rodhe do, that the 

limited company’s interest overlaps with those of its shareholders. Thus, basically all 

influential Swedish corporate scholars have consistently rejected the stakeholder model 

in favour of what is usually called the shareholder primacy model or shareholder value 

                                                
104 "Johansson," Svensk$ associationsrätt$ i$ huvuddrag," 11" ed.," pp." 30.31B" Östberg," Styrelseledamöters$
lojalitetsplikt$[diss.],"p."63.""
105"Compare"e.g."SCA"(2005:551)"chapter"8"section"8"och"chapter"8"section"27.""
106"SCA"(2005:551)"chapter"8"section"41"paragraph"2,"prop."1975:103,"pp."376.377."""
107"Nerep"&"Samuelsson,"Aktiebolagslagen:$En$lagkommentar,"part"I,"2"ed.,"p."668.""
108"Rodhe"&"Skog,"Rodhes$aktiebolagsrätt,"24"ed.,"p."246.""
109"Id."p."247."""
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model.110 Below we will discover though that most scholars, in reality, advocate an 

enlightened shareholder value model rather than the traditional shareholder value 

model.  

Professor Daniel Stattin rejects, just as Karlgren did some eighty-five years ago, 

the notion that the company could be said to have its own distinct interests separated 

from those of its shareholders. He does however acknowledge that shareholders are not 

a heterogeneous group with mutual interests and investment motives. Therefore the 

interest of shareholders must be determined in a hypothetical sense.111 Others have 

opted for another solution and suggested that it is the duty of the board to mitigate the 

diverse actual interests involved and to base its route of action on the ‘lowest common 

denominator’. Boards essentially have to ask themselves what decisions are likely to 

reasonably satisfy all shareholders.112  The late Finnish corporate legal scholar and 

professor Lars Erik Taxell, often cited in Swedish legal doctrine due to the close 

historical resemblance between Swedish and Finnish corporate law, did not interpret the 

interest of the company in the same way.113 Taxell argued that the company’s interest 

essentially lay in improving the financial standing of the company so that it could 

continue to exploit opportunities for growth within the scope of the business’ objects.114 

He argued that it was necessary to separate the interest of the company from other 

interests since these often collided, for example when the company made the choice to 

opt for consolidation instead of distributing dividends to shareholders, or when 

shareholders employed different investment horizons. 115  When shareholder interests 

collided, a distinct and separate company interest could therefore be applied to solve the 

conflict. Professor Stattin argues that Taxell’s very broad definition of the company’s 

interest essentially means that the board and the managing director can motivate 

practically any refusal to obey instructions from the general meeting. Therefore, the 

proposed definition of the company’s interest as presented by Taxell must be 

understood in general terms, and cannot be applied to any specific provisions of the 

SCA. He similarly contends that such a broad definition of the company’s interests 

                                                
110 "Bergström" &" Samuelsson," Aktiebolagets$ grundproblem," 4" ed.," pp." 50.56B" Svernlöv" &" Österman,"
Rapport:$CSR$i$företagsbeskattning,"p."31.""
111"Stattin,"Företagsstyrning,"2"ed.,"p."214B"Karlgren,"Studier$över$privarättens$juridiska$personer,"p."236."""
112"Svernlöv"&"Österman,"Rapport:$CSR$i$företagsbeskattning,"p."31."
113"Danelius,"Svensk$Juristtidning$och$nordiskt$juridiskt$samarbete,"p."4.$The"resemblance"is"a"result"of"the"
Nordic" corporate" law" project" of" the" 1960s,"which" eventually" lead" to" the" enactment" of" the"SCA"of" 1975"
(1975:1385)"and"the"Finnish"Companies"Act"of"1978"(29.9.1978/734).""
114 "Taxell," Aktieägarens$ rättsskydd," p." 16B" Similar" arguments" has" been" proposed" by" Dotevall" in" e.g.""
Skadeståndsansvar$för$styrelseledamot$och$verkställande$direktör"[diss.],"pp."358.359."
115"Taxell,"Aktiebolagets$organisation,"pp."13"and"15.""
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might tempt boards and management to factor in other issues than shareholder wealth 

maximisation into their decisions, such as career plans or ambitions to pursue empire 

building. Such regards would therefore run the risk of sub-optimising the company’s 

ability in relation to the overarching aims of the SCA.116 Support for Stattin’s (and most 

other Swedish scholars’) baseline interpretation to equate the interest of the company 

with those of its shareholders could be found in two cases from the Supreme Court.117 

Moreover, the legislator has actually explicitly at least once equated the company’s 

interest to those of its shareholders when discussing the rules related to conflicts of 

interests, and a verdict from a Court of Appeal has done so too.118 If one like Stattin 

assumes that the two interests coincide, the bar is consequently set very high for a 

refusal by the board or management to obey instructions from the general meeting. This 

is clearly in line with the traditional hierarchical ‘Nordic model’ and the sovereign 

power of the general meeting.  

Another argument that could be put forward in favour of the idea that the interests 

coincide is the fact that corporate law allows all shareholders to approve decisions ex 

post even if that the decision might have damaged the company. On the other hand, this 

approval is only possible as long as no other protected interest suffers economic damage 

from the approval, and it is obviously not possible to gain all shareholders’ approval in 

publicly listed companies (and in many others as well). Hence the legislator’s intention 

of upholding the shareholders’ possibility to approve decisions that breaches a 

shareholder protection rule, like the profit purpose, should perhaps not be over-

interpreted. What is clear though is the fact that a corporate interest that allowed 

managers to take into account other stakeholders, including communities, cannot be 

sanctioned on the basis of a stakeholder claim. The fact that no other stakeholder than a 

shareholder has the right to enforce a breach of duty by the managing director or board 

obviously indicates that the corporate interest has been intended to overlap with the 

shareholders’ interest.119  

Overall, it may be considered likely that Swedish law currently equates the 

company’s interest with those of its shareholders (except for during insolvency 

situations) and that this interest by necessity must be determined in a hypothetical 

                                                
116"Stattin,"Företagsstyrning,$2"ed.,"pp."216.17"and"219."
117"NJA"1981"s."1117B"NJA"2013"s."117.""
118"Prop."1997/98:99"at"95B"HovR"för"Nedre"Norrland,"T"266.11."
119"SCA"(2005:551)"chapter"29"section"1.""
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sense.120 It is simply not practically possible to suggest that a board in a publicly listed 

company should be obliged to actually find a solution – despite a large and erratic group 

of shareholders with very different investment horizons and expected returns – that 

reasonably could satisfy all shareholders. It is likely in my opinion that private 

investors, who generally lack resources, time and access to boards, will suffer from such 

a scheme if the influential investors’ motives divert from those of the private 

investors. 121  Even though it has been suggested that the law in force equates the 

company’s interest with the shareholders’ interests, this does not necessarily disallow 

companies from involving themselves in CSR activities. And the legal purpose of the 

company according to the SCA chapter 3 section 3 must still be defined. I will therefore 

attempt to do so below.  

 
3.2.4 The purpose of the limited company  
 
The most influential corporate statute of the US, Delaware’s Corporate Code, does not 

assume the purpose of the corporation to be the generation of profits to shareholders, 

but merely to ‘conduct or promote any lawful business or purposes’122. In stark contrast, 

the SCA defines the legal purpose as follows:  
 

Swedish Companies Act, chapter 3 section 3 [emphasis added] 
 
If all or parts of a company’s operations are to have a purpose other than the 
generation of profit for distribution to shareholders, this must be stated in its 
articles of association. If so, it must also be specified how the company’s profits 
and retained assets are to be used if the company is liquidated. 

 
The fact that the limited company’s legal purpose is to distribute economic profits to 

shareholders has been confirmed multiple times by the legislator, both before and after 

the express provision above was enacted.123 The question is though what the locution 

‘generation of profit for distribution to shareholders’ essentially means. During my 

discussion of the legal purpose below I will assume that the general meeting has not 

taken any decisions related to its interpretation, nor defined it in the articles of the 

association.  

 

                                                
120"Which"could"be"criticised"as"being"slightly"detached"from"reality.""
121"SOU"2004:47,"pp."204.206.""
122"Stout,"The$Shareholder$Value$Myth,"pp."27.28.""
123"NJA"II"1895"nr"3,"p."117B"SOU"1941:9"p."297B"prop."1975:103,"p."382B"Ohlson,"Vikten$av$vinst,"p."49."
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Some points of departure with regard to the application of the legal purpose  
 
A breach of the profit purpose cannot independently form the basis of a damage claim 

in accordance with the rules on damages in SCA chapter 29. The legal purpose has 

been said to merely remind the management and the board to, within the restrictions 

that the law proscribes, prioritise the shareholders above other constituencies. 124 

Furthermore, it is not enough that the decision in question has been found to be ill-

founded or inappropriate. To be relevant in a court case a breach of the legal purpose 

must be manifest. 125  The assessment of whether the purpose has been manifestly 

breached should be based on an objectivised method. This makes sense since the 

purpose is enforced via the articles of association, which unlike a regular contract 

between two or more contractors, cannot reasonably be interpreted to be an expression 

of the shifting shareholders’ intentions or wills.126  

 
What the travaux préparatoires have to say about the interpretation of the legal 
purpose  
 
The preparatory works of the SCA have been frugal in describing and specifying the 

breadth and reach of the legal purpose. Government bills and Government Official 

Reports have simply continuously repeated that the purpose of the business is, much as 

chapter 3 section 3 provides, to generate profits for distribution to its shareholders. No 

further specification of what this essentially means has, to my knowledge, been offered 

by the legislator in modern times.127 Neither have any authoritative court cases had any 

reasons to thoroughly deal with its interpretation.  

 
Generation of profits = profit maximisation of each and every decision?  
 
Dotevall argues that the profit purpose should be viewed as an exhortation to the firm’s 

management and board ‘to run the business in accordance with the neoclassical theory 

of profit maximisation’128 . He argues that the idea of profit maximisation, from a 

macroeconomic perspective, fits neatly into Swedish society and guarantees the 

establishment of an efficient economy.129 This author does indeed fully acknowledge 
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that companies according to established law ought to generate profits for distribution to 

shareholders. It could nonetheless be questioned whether the rule in chapter 3 section 3, 

which merely relates to the content of the articles of the association, accommodates the 

conclusion that the rule dictates the maximisation of each individual decision taken by 

the management or board. An isolated reading of section 3 certainly provides no support 

for the interpretation that the legislator has intended to do so. Neither does a reading of 

any of the modern legislative preparatory works available, even though some scholars 

have argued otherwise.130 Unfortunately their references have either been made to one 

single very old passage from the government bill that preceded the SCA of 1895, or to 

official government reports and bills that clearly just reiterate the wording of the 

provision and mentions nothing about profit maximisation.131 The passage from 1895 

states that the generation of profits and the legal purpose must be understood to require 

the maximisation of profits.132  

The fact that the law explicitly authorises management to donate corporate assets 

has been interpreted as ‘indirectly’ giving support to the notion that businesses’ should 

profit maximise each and every decision they make.133 In my opinion this argument is 

extremely weak, especially since the legislator discusses the rule without defining the 

profit purpose as requiring the maximisation of each and every investment decision.134 

On the contrary, the existence of this rule could be argued to reinforce the impression 

that the norm in fact is not profit maximisation but merely that management should 

strive to maximise shareholder wealth in the aggregate and long run. In my opinion the 

rule on gifts could be said to tell us nothing about the nature and character of the legal 

purpose in terms of decisions taken within the realms of the objects. The rule merely 

sanctions management to use corporate assets for purposes that stretches beyond the 

scope of the objects. 

The Danish scholar and current Supreme Court justice, Jan Schans Christensen, 

has in a paper on comparative corporate governance made the following interesting 

remark concerning the legal purpose [translation from Danish to English by author and 

emphasis added]:  
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It may come as a surprise to realise that the Swedish legislator, in the light of e.g. 
the German notion of an Unternehmensintresse, solely mentions the interest of the 
shareholders. On the other hand, the formulation in the Swedish Companies Act is 
sufficiently open-ended […] it is therefore hardly the case that the purpose should 
be interpreted to mean that each and every transaction executed by the company’s 
management should turn out to yield a profit; the decisive matter should be that 
the all the transactions decided by management in the long run should serve the 
interest of the shareholders. […] With regards to this, it could be mentioned that 
the Companies Act’s employment of the word “profit” does leave a certain amount 
of room for interpretation.135  

 
The excerpt lends itself to two separate interpretations:   
 

(1)"Christensen argues that a management team and board can pursue transactions 

that are not expected to fulfil the legal purpose even in the long run, as long as 

the aggregate of transactions decided by the management team and board fulfil 

the long-term profit purpose.  
 

(2)"Christensen argues that all transactions, from an ex post perspective, do not need 

to contribute to the fulfilment of the legal purpose.  
 
Based on the alternatives above the only reasonable interpretation is the one accounted 

for under alternative number one. Most management business decisions are after all 

shielded ex post from damage claims under the business judgment rationale (both in 

Denmark and Sweden).136 I think one could argue that there are a number of issues with 

the arguments suggested in favour of the profit maximisation principle, if one by such a 

principle argues that each and every decision by management should aim at the 

maximisation of shareholder wealth in the long run. This would be especially against 

the background that the legislator actually has indicated that ethical norms do play a 

role in the conduct of business. The legislator did namely emphasise, in its discussion of 

the limited company as an aid in financial crimes, that mandatory legislation could only 

be avoided if owners and boards made sure to operate their businesses in accordance 

with current legal and ethical norms.137  

It follows from the above that the primary function of the legal purpose, in my 

opinion, is to act as the board and managing director’s beacon of light – it instructs them 

to manage the company and take decisions that should be expected to collectively 
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maximise shareholder wealth in the long-run. If this is the case, the shareholders’ 

corresponding interest is naturally the collective maximisation of shareholder wealth in 

the long-run. I thus believe it truly doubtful that the legal purpose actually should be 

interpreted to require the individual maximisation of each and every business decision 

made by the board and managing director. I am inclined to suggest that the legislator’s 

point on the purpose is not to enforce such a dogma upon the shoulders of managements 

and boards, but rather to encourage them to take decisions that collectively will 

maximise shareholder wealth (in the long run). This does in fact make room for the 

many complexities that business decision-making involves. Moreover, it could be 

argued that the legal framework in practice allows such managerial conduct – and thus 

that a norm that demands the maximisation of profits in the aggregate and in the long 

run better reflects the actual and real application of the law. The risks put forward by 

releasing managers from the requirement to maximise each decision could be argued as 

slightly exaggerated. In my opinion it is likely that corporate law does not affect the 

behaviour of managers to such a great extent, even if lawyers like the idea of it doing 

so. Their behaviours are probably, as observed in chapter two, rather more efficiently 

held in check by the short-term expectations of the major investors and managers’ 

wishes to leave a lasting legacy despite serving for increasingly shorter tenures. In the 

following, the thesis will uncover why the profit purpose insulates the board and 

managing director from most actions by shareholders.  

 
If there is a norm of profit maximisation – what does it entail?  
 
If the legal purpose is assumed to require the maximisation of each individual business 

decision, the question remains as to what the principle of profit maximisation 

essentially involves and how it affects management decisions. Professor Rolf Skog 

argues that profit maximisation essentially entails a duty to ‘maximise the company’s 

value’. Companies’ management teams should do so by proceeding with all investments 

that have a positive net present value, and thus are expected to generate higher 

discounted free cash flows than costs. 138  In doing so, Skog therefore ultimately 

reiterates the ideas of several influential advocates of the shareholder primacy model.139 

While Skog focuses on the means, Professors Bergström and Samuelsson focus on the 

end when explaining what the discounted cash flow (DCF) methods ultimately should 
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lead to:  
 

[T]he maximisation of the company’s value to shareholders. For a company that is 
publicly listed the value is the equivalent of the stock market price times the 
number of shares.140 

 
It has therefore been said that the sole objective of the managers is to fully embrace the 

shareholder wealth maximisation norm by employing shareholder value enhancing cash 

flow metrics, and to do whatever it takes to increase shareholder value, as long as it is 

lawful.141 The share’s price is viewed as a measure of the company’s performance and 

the stock market as the only neutral assessor of managerial performance.142 The concept 

of shareholder wealth maximisation has thus been argued to offer a standard of conduct 

that is unambiguous and comprehensive.143 By suggesting the importance and clarity of 

such a standard, Swedish scholars have been heavily influenced by among others 

Professor Michael Jensen, who suggested that the work managers do can be more 

efficiently monitored and evaluated if managers have one single corporate objective to 

pursue rather than a multitude. A pluralist purpose would simply wield management the 

right to discretionarily decide the prioritisation of objectives, leading to a confusing 

melting pot of contradictory objectives.144  And consequently, the board and managing 

director could simply justify poor financial performance by suggesting that they had to 

prioritise a cost-intensive issue related to a stakeholder group of their choice.145  

Professor Andrew Keay has in his paper ‘Getting to Grips With the Shareholder 

Value Theory in Corporate Law’ thoroughly discussed the notion that shareholder value 

and the associated use of different metrics to measure it offers an unambiguous standard 

of conduct. Professor Keay simply concludes:   
 

One of the major selling points of shareholder value is that it is certain and clear. 
The paper finds that the meaning of shareholder value is in fact not clear and 
certain. Indeed, it is rather disturbing that there has been so little consideration of 
how such an influential theory in corporate life is applied in commercial terms. 
Equally worrying is the fact that there is a lack of consensus among its advocates 
as to what it involves.146  
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I find Keay’s findings rather unsurprising considering the arbitrary complexity of most 

metrics that managers could employ in the day-to-day administration of the business 

(including the DCF methods). It is therefore not particularly strange that a Swiss study 

of investment decisions concluded that managers in fact used the much simpler metric 

of payback147 than the methods advocated by shareholder value theorists, including 

economic value added (EVA™) and shareholder value added (SVA).148 Around 80 % 

of the managers in the study preferred to use the payback method rather than those 

proposed by most shareholder value theorists. Other studies have made similar 

conclusions on the difficulty of applying the methods advocated as best capturing the 

shareholder wealth maximisation norm.149  

Professor Keay concludes that the very concept of shareholder value 

maximisation is vague in its own right; it does not offer any advice as to what strategies 

should count as shareholder value enhancing. Neither is the vagueness significantly 

reduced by any of the metrics mentioned above, since they are (1) many, divergent and 

often irreconcilable in their different approaches and; (2) complicated and arbitrary to 

the extent that they often are not understood or are incorrectly calculated by the 

individuals using them. 150  In addition, Keay underlines that the very basis of the 

shareholder value model, the fact that investments should seek to maximise shareholder 

wealth and thus ultimately propel the company’s financial performance and value, can 

be criticised for simply not reflecting reality. He mentions, as an example, Professor 

Margaret Blair’s conclusion that share prices indeed run the risk of being manipulated. 

Enron’s share price before the sudden collapse certainly did not reflect the underlying 

economic value of the company.151 Many other prominent scholars, including California 

Institute of Technology (Caltech) economist and professor, Richard Roll, have 

repeatedly stressed that the share price of the firm does not necessarily reflect the 

underlying economic value and performance of the firm.152  

To summarise, it is in my opinion, safe to say that the norm of profit 

maximisation in Swedish corporate law does not say much about what decisions 
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actually are shareholder wealth maximising, especially such strategic decisions that do 

not lend themselves to be fully demarcated in time and scope. Moreover, the question 

still remains whether managers should promote the maximisation of shareholder wealth 

in the long or short run. I have previously implicitly suggested that this should be done 

in the long run. Below, I shall discuss why this is the only reasonable stance.   

 
Long-term or short-term wealth maximisation?   
 
One prominent reason for the shareholder value model’s apparent lack of clarity is the 

fact that it does not posit whether the objective of shareholder wealth maximisation 

should be achieved in the short or long run. Keay argues that the shareholder value 

theory can probably encompass both the long and short-term perspective, even though 

the short-term perspective has dominated in the past.153 It is clear though that these two 

perspectives are not always reconcilable, and it has in fact been argued that they for the 

most part are in conflict.154 Just imagine a retailer that offers substantial consumer 

discounts to boost quarterly earnings. The likely effect of such a discount policy in the 

short run is an increase in total shareholder returns while the policy in the long run 

might have the opposite effect. Offering discounts could after all be, depending on the 

retailer’s strategic positioning, a poor way of building profitable long-term consumer 

loyalty. The fact that publicly listed companies seem to experience real problems from 

balancing the conflicting perspectives on shareholder wealth maximisation is illustrated 

by the outcome of a survey performed in 2013 and the associated intense criticism of 

H&M’s managing director Karl-Johan Persson. The survey revealed that 80 % of the 

large and medium-sized publicly listed companies on the Nasdaq Stockholm exchange 

would have preferred delivering just two reports per year, instead of four. The listed 

companies argued that the intensity of reports made it harder to employ long-term 

horizons in terms of investments and projects.155 These observations thus correspond to 

my previous conclusions in chapter two, in which I suggested that the problem of 

managers not focusing on shareholder value is probably not very common in publicly 

listed companies, and that managers’ actions are probably rather efficiently (perhaps too 
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efficiently?) held in check by the short-term expectations of the market, at least in those 

companies that are not controlled by any of the traditional industrial families.  

Today, the short-term perspective is being widely criticised by many prominent 

corporate scholars and practitioners. Martin Lipton, Matthew Lorch and Tony Mirvis 

have described the notion of a short-term perspective as unrealistic and responsible for 

fuelling business practices associated with unacceptable risks. They have profoundly 

criticised the United States, a stronghold of the shareholder primacy model, for allowing 

hedge funds and institutional investment managers to infect American business life with 

short-termism and the consequential distortion of management and boardroom 

judgement.156 Their criticism has been confirmed by a number of important persons in 

corporate America, including John Francis ‘Jack’ Welch, the former chief executive 

officer of General Electric, who once praised the shareholder value model:  
 
On the face of it, shareholder value is the dumbest idea in the world. Shareholder 
value is a result, not a strategy... Your main constituencies are your employees, 
your customers and your products. Managers and investors should not set share 
price increases as their overarching goal.157 

 
The observation that the once cherished short-term perspective on shareholder value is 

being abandoned in favour of a long-term perspective on firm performance is further 

confirmed by the acknowledgements of scholars like the late Milton Friedman and 

Professors Michael Jensen, Reinier Kraakman and Henry Hansmann. All have argued 

that the shareholder value model must be properly understood as requiring managers to 

strive for long-term shareholder wealth maximisation. 158  In an article from 2001, 

published in the Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, Michael Jensen concludes that 

social welfare is maximised if firms aim to maximise their market value (under the 

assumption that no negative externalities occur).159 The notion of value maximisation 

does not however provide management with a specific set of strategies that lead to this 

maximisation, and therefore stakeholders are important to achievement of this very 

same maximisation:  
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But if stakeholder theory and the Balanced Scorecard can destroy value by 
obscuring the overriding corporate goal, does that mean they have no legitimate 
corporate uses? And can corporate managers succeed by simply holding up value 
maximization as the goal and ignoring their stakeholders? The answer to both is an 
emphatic no. In order to maximize value, corporate managers must not only 
satisfy, but enlist the support of, all corporate stakeholders – customers, 
employees, managers, suppliers, local communities.160  

 
In the same journal, Milton Friedman discusses the role of businesses in society with the 

managing director and founder of American Wholefoods, John Mackey. As a response 

to the corporate philosophy of Wholefoods Friedman remarked the following with 

regards to his take on CSR:  
 
Finally, I shall try to explain why my statement that “the social responsibility of 
business [is] to increase its profits” and Mackey’s statement that ”the enlightened 
corporation should try to create value for all of its constituencies” are equivalent.  
 

Note first that I refer to social responsibility, not financial, or accounting, or legal. 
It is social precisely to allow for the constituencies to which Mackey refers. 
Maximizing profits is an end from the private point of view; it is a means from the 
social point of view.161  
  

From a Swedish perspective, Arvidsson has argued that the assessment of the degree to 

which management pursues shareholder wealth maximisation is an unproblematic 

assessment since the ‘profit maximisation principle, within the framework of the 

shareholder primacy model, operates along a continuum of principally limitless time 

and risk horizons’162. Consequently, it seems as if Arvidsson, apart from arguing that 

the standard set by the shareholder value model is clearly defined (which I and many 

others believe is manifestly wrong), also ultimately argues that managers must strive to 

maximise shareholder wealth regardless of the time frame, both in the short and long 

run (which I will shortly refute). Other scholars, including Svernlöv, Österman and 

Ohlson, have argued that decisions’ impacts on shareholder value should probably be 

evaluated from a long-term perspective. Emphasising short-term shareholder wealth 

maximisation would simply encourage corporate short-termism. The result could be 

management teams that slash costs and divest projects that are likely to incur losses 

from a short-term shareholder value perspective, including expenditure related to 
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marketing, employees and R&D. 163  The Swedish Corporate Governance Code also 

supports the idea of a long-term perspective [emphasis added]:  
 

Variable remuneration is to be linked to predetermined and measurable 
performance criteria aimed at promoting the company’s long-term value 
creation.164   
 

Based on our discussion above I am inclined to conclude that shareholder wealth 

maximisation – if required by current corporate law – must be pursued along a long 

time scale and this time scale must be defined on a case-by-case basis by the board. On 

the other hand, the question is whether the logic of the market allows publicly listed 

companies fully to do so. Even though an increased emphasis on shareholder value per 

se does not imply short-termism, it seems likely that the result in practice has been 

precisely that.165  

 
3.3 The value transfer framework  
 

One of the limited company’s most profound characteristics is the shareholders’ limited 

liability regarding the debts of the company. The limited liability is also precisely why 

it has been deemed important to establish rules that protect creditors. The legislator has 

intended to do so by implementing regulations that partly require the investment of 

share capital before incorporation, partly seek to make sure that a basic level of the 

company’s equity always stays intact by regulating how and when assets can be 

transferred from the company to a shareholder or third party.166 The regulations, found 

in the SCA chapter 17, have been implemented to make sure that a basic level of equity 

never leaves the company. Thus the regulations, which have been dubbed by Professor 

Erik Nerep to constitute some of the most intricate regulations Swedish corporate law 

has to offer, generally cover transactions that one way or another ultimately imply the 

reduction of corporate assets.167 These regulations therefore unsurprisingly, apart from 

affording creditors protection, also provide shareholders (in particular minority 
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shareholders) the same protection from risks as that associated with unmotivated value 

transfers.168   

According to chapter SCA 17 section 1 paragraph 1 items 1-4, a value transfer is 

either: (1) a distribution of profits; (2) an acquisition of a company’s own shares; (3) a 

reduction of share capital or the statutory reserve for repayments to shareholders or (4) 

another business event causing a company’s assets to be reduced and not being of a 

purely commercial nature for the company. Transactions linked to CSR policies must 

hence be assessed against the definition of a de facto value transfer in item 4 and since 

there is no room to analogously apply the creditor protection rules in chapter 17 on a 

transaction that does not constitute a de facto value transfer, the assessment of whether 

policies related to CSR fulfil item 4 is crucial.169  

 
3.3.1 The de facto value transfer   
 

Swedish Companies Act, chapter 17 section 1 item 4 [emphasis added] 
 

[A]nother business event causing a company’s assets to be reduced and not being 
of a purely commercial nature for the company.  

 
Item 4 is largely codified case law, which entered into force at the enactment of the 

currently enforced SCA in 2005, and pinpoints situations in which the company’s assets 

leave the company without being properly compensated for. 170  Consequently, an 

individual shareholder or a third party is typically enriched at the expense of the 

company.171 If CSR investments can constitute such de facto value transfers, these 

could consequently be unlawful and associated with an obligation for the parties 

involved in the transaction to restore the value transferred. 172  The de facto value 

transfers can be lawful if they gain the approval of all shareholders’ and comply with 

the creditor protection regulations in chapter 17 sections 3 and 4.173 This is obviously of 

little importance though to large publicly listed companies, in which it is not practically 

possible to obtain the express approval of all shareholders.  
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3.3.1.1 Another business event 
 
The original proposal by the SCA committee in the 1997 Government Official Report 

merely upheld the requirement that the transfer had to constitute a transaction.174 It was 

not until the later official report that the definition was altered to require that the 

transfer had to constitute a business event.175 The committee stated:  
 

Transactions are described using the term business events. This term is in turn 
linked to the [definition stated] in the Accounting Act.176 

 

The government bill of 2004 not only kept the linkage but went perhaps further by 

citing the definition of a business event in the Accounting Act177 in order to explain the 

content of item 4’s term, without describing the relationship between the definitions as 

merely ‘linked’.178 Andersson argues, however, that the definition of a business event in 

the Accounting Act should be understood not necessarily to overlap with the term 

another business event in item 4. According to Andersson the purpose of the quoted 

text in the government bill is merely to point out the transactions that might constitute 

value transfers; all types of external transactions are in fact business events. The term in 

item 4 could therefore be better understood if it is replaced by the terms it is 

interchangeable with: another transaction or another legal act.179 Lehrberg does not 

interpret the term in the same way, nor does he believe that the term is interchangeable 

in the ways suggested by Andersson. He argues instead that the use of the term 

ultimately means that transactions under current law must fulfil the definition found in 

the Accounting Act to be able to constitute de facto value transfers.180 Andersson’s 

reasoning can be questioned on the ground that the legislator adopted the SCA 

committee’s stance to reject the use of the term transaction as used in the Government 

Official Report from 1997, a fact that Andersson intentionally or unintentionally omits 

from his argumentation, and which Lehrberg nonetheless fails to mention in his critique 

of Andersson. 181  Moreover, Andersson asserts that the legislator pointed out the 

importance that the term another business event should be separated from the valuation 

of assets in the company accounts, as the transaction’s impact on the company accounts 

                                                
174"Government"Official"Report,"SOU"1997:168"p."66.""
175"Government"Official"Report,"SOU"2001:1"pp."110"and"355.""
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178"Government"bill,"prop."2004/05:85"p."747.""
179"Andersson,"Kapitalskyddet$i$aktiebolag,"6"ed.,"p."93."
180"Lehrberg,"’Begreppet"förtäckt"värdeöverföring’,"pp."542.543.""
181"Government"Official"Report,"SOU"1997:168"pp."66.67.""
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affects neither the assessment of whether a value transfer has taken place nor the size of 

the transfer.182 His conclusion is therefore that the term another business event should 

not be viewed as strictly connected to the legal accounting term a business event found 

in the Accounting Act. Unfortunately enough for Andersson the legislator is arguably 

not talking about the term another business event, as Lehrberg has pointed out, and 

whether it should be separated from the valuation of the assets.183 It merely concluded 

that the assessment of whether the company’s assets have been reduced ought to take 

place independently of how the transfer impacts the company accounts.184 Moreover, 

Andersson adds a reference to an earlier edition of his textbook in which he, from a 

perspective de lege ferenda, criticises the legislator’s choice to interconnect the term to 

the notion of a business event as defined in the Accounting Act.185 

A number of scholars seem inclined to determine that the scope of the term 

another business event corresponds to the scope of the term a business event in the 

Accounting Act. Nerep and Samuelsson as well as Skog, Johansson and Andersson 

appear to do so when explaining the term by directly citing the exact wording of the 

definition found in the Accounting Act.186 Stattin and Eklund seem equally inclined to 

conclude that the term corresponds to the definition in the Accounting Act, even though 

the first part of the quote below possibly could support Andersson’s reasoning 

[emphasis added]:  
 

A business event is each and every form of transaction in which a company 
engages. It can be a sale, a purchase or anything else that ought to be recorded as 
so in the company accounts.187  

 
To conclude, it seems that neither a reading of the law nor the government bill can 

support the conclusions of Andersson. The only authoritative source of law that 

possibly could do so is the Government Official Report from 2001, in which it is said 

that the scope of item 4 is linked to the term in the Accounting Act. On the other hand 

several of the legal scholars mentioned above do discuss whether lost corporate 

opportunities could constitute a value discrepancy.188 This discussion is obviously only 

interesting if these types of activities are deemed to be business events, in accordance 
                                                
182"Andersson,"Kapitalskyddet$i$aktiebolag,"6"ed.,"p."93.""
183"Lehrberg,"’Begreppet"förtäckt"värdeöverföring’,"pp."542.543."
184"Government"bill,"prop."2004/05:85"p."747.""
185"Andersson,"Kapitalskyddet$i$aktiebolag,"4"ed.,"p."37.""
186"Nerep"&"Samuelsson,"Aktiebolagslagen:$en$ lagkommentar,"part" II,"2"ed.,"pp."192.193B"Andersson"et."
al.,"Aktiebolagslagen:$en$kommentar,"part"II,"comment"on"chapter"17"section"3.""
187"Eklund"&"Stattin,"Aktiebolagsrätt"och"aktiemarknadsrätt,"p."303.""
188"See"e.g."Eklund"&"Stattin,"Aktiebolagsrätt$och$aktiemarknadsrätt,"p."304.""
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with item 4, in the first place. As companies probably have little reason to record a lost 

corporate opportunity in the company accounts, these scholars then seem to implicitly 

suggest that the term in item 4, is in the first place interchangeable in the ways 

suggested by Andersson. This interpretation is reinforced by the fact that the legislator 

uses the term transactions in places where the term business event should have been 

used instead.189 

 
CSR and the notion of a business event  
 
It follows from the discussion above that it seems highly uncertain whether the term 

another business event should be interpreted to correspond to the definition of a 

business event in the Accounting Act. The significance of this uncertainty is 

nonetheless not critical in the context of publicly limited companies’ CSR expenditures. 

Unlike other transactions that merely are legal acts but not business events, for example 

the decision to initiate a reckless lawsuit, CSR expenditures can certainly be considered 

to fulfil the definition of a business event according to the Accounting Act. They are 

after all to be duly recorded in the company accounts as any other business expense. 

Thus, these transactions should also be said to be business events according to item 4. 

Regardless of what I have said above one can criticise the conclusion that this 

thesis’ relevant transactions could constitute business events on the basis that the 

wording and scope of item 4 possibly does not cover systematic transactions. The very 

purpose of the value transfer regulations is after all primarily – as implicitly 

demonstrated by all examples in the bill, government reports and case law – to stop 

individual value transfers. It is thus thinkable that repetitive CSR expenses should be 

assessed against the legal profit purpose and the regular rules on damages previously 

described. As there is no support for this conclusion in the bill or the Government 

Official Report, it must still be considered reasonable to conclude that CSR 

expenditures, despite probably often being recurring business expenses, could be 

separated and labelled as individual business events under the value transfer rules by a 

court.  
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3.3.1.2 A reduction in the assets of the company  
 
The types of reductions regulated  
 
Apart from being another business event the transaction must also cause a reduction of 

the company’s assets. This reduction can occur in a direct or indirect fashion, but also as 

a result of a business event that merely increases the company’s debts.190 The exact 

scope of an indirect reduction is clouded by uncertainty though, since there is no case 

law that fundamentally and generally analyses the scope or the difference bet-ween the 

two types of reduction.191 Unfortunately neither the government bill of 2004 nor the 

Government Official Report from 1997 provides any valuable advice. 192  They do 

however include examples of a variety of typical reductions. These examples mentioned 

in the travaux préparatoires, coupled with the legal literature, lead one to conclude that a 

typical direct reduction occurs when the company without being properly compensated 

for (in market terms) transfers assets, waives claims or assumes debts. The company’s 

wealth is hence directly reduced by the business event. In contrast, an indirect reduction 

of the company’s assets occurs when for example a third party borrows money from the 

company at an interest rate that is pegged below the current running market rate. In such 

situations the company’s assets are not reduced in a direct way, but rather in a technical 

indirect fashion; if the third party had borrowed at a competitive market rate the wealth 

of the company would have been comparatively larger.193  

 
The assessment of the value discrepancy  
 
Andersson argues that the assessment should be carried out in two steps, a method that 

is widely recognised by seemingly all legal scholars. 194  Firstly, the individual 

performances of the parties should be objectively estimated in terms of market values, 

space should be left for customary negotiation margins. Secondly, the market values 

should be compared and any discrepancy to the detriment of the company should be 

identified as a reduction of the company’s assets.195 The relevant market value should 

be determined at the time of the decision to go forward with the transaction or 

                                                
190 "Nerep" &" Samuelsson," Aktiebolagslagen:$ en$ lagkommentar," part" II," 2" ed.," p." 189B" Nerep,"
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alternatively at the point of legal obligation.196 Later changes in the market value of the 

parties’ performances ought not to affect the assessment, even though the legislator 

possibly, by using ‘ought’ rather than ‘must not’, leaves some space for the courts to re-

evaluate the transaction if the change in value were to turn out to be objectionable.197  

 
CSR and the identification of a value discrepancy  
 
The wording – causing a company’s assets to be reduced – implies that: (1) the 

reduction must be directly caused by the business event; (2) the assets reduced and 

transferred must be a part of the actual and real wealth of the company in question and 

(3) the value of the reduction must quantifiable. The required magnitude of the value 

discrepancy is in turn dependent on how reliable the estimate is and the nature of the 

recipient.  

It could be regarded as rather complicated to objectively determine whether a 

value discrepancy is at hand and what both parties have performed in terms of market 

values. On the other hand, there is no reason to believe that a CSR payment cannot 

cause a value discrepancy. Any intangible values added to the firm as a result of the 

transaction should after all, in my view, not affect the assessment of whether a value 

discrepancy has occurred. These kinds of values, for example goodwill or opportunities 

to exploit new comparative advantages, are not supplied by the recipient of the 

investment, and are thus not directly caused by the business event.  

To conclude, I believe that CSR expenditures, like other company expenditures, 

can be deemed to involve a reduction of the company’s assets. A single CSR transaction 

that has been clearly defined and associated with an invoice can obviously be deemed to 

involve such a reduction. In contrast, it seems rather more difficult to establish a 

sufficiently reliable estimate of value discrepancies caused by CSR transactions which 

are an integral part of larger investment projects. In any case it is clear that such an 

assessment most probably ought to be very conservative, due to the difficulty in 

assessing whether the company’s assets have been reduced.  
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3.3.1.3 Not of a purely commercial nature  
 
On the use of purely  
 
The business event that has reduced the company’s assets can be of either a purely 

commercial, partly commercial or philanthropic nature. While philanthropic transfers 

will be covered in chapter three section four, we will now in detail investigate transfers 

that are of a partly commercial nature.  

The legislator has uttered one legislative comment of importance, which 

unfortunately is rather imprecise:  
 
[A] transaction that is not of a purely commercial character is to be considered a 
value transfer. Subsequently, transactions that merely to some extent are of a 
commercial character are – if they entail a reduction of the company’s assets – 
value transfers.198   

 
According to Lehrberg, the excerpt together with the legislation in item 4 must be 

interpreted to mean that a transaction that lacks a purely commercial purpose should in 

its entirety be deemed to lack commercial nature even though some parts of the 

transaction might very well be of a competitive market character.199 Andersson on the 

other hand has interpreted the comment by the legislator above to imply that only the 

non-commercial part of the transaction runs the risk of being labelled as a de facto value 

transfer. Thus, it is only the part of the transaction that lacks a commercial nature that 

can constitute the de facto value transfer.200 Nerep points out that the very essence of a 

value transfer is the fact that it is gratuitously transferred to a shareholder or third 

party.201 The purpose of item 4 is after all to hinder unmotivated transfers of company’s 

assets - not the parts of transactions that are fully compensated for. Nerep and 

Samuelsson’s comment on item 4 supports the interpretation that merely the gratuitous 

part of the transaction should fall under item 4’s definition:  
 
The value discrepancy between the parties’ performances constitutes the gift and it 
is only this gift that constitutes the value transfer.202  
 

Sandström stresses the same by concluding that it is only the gratuitous part of the 

business event that can constitute a de facto value transfer.203 Andersson has pointed out 

                                                
198"Government"bill,"prop."2004/05:85"p."748.""
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the importance of interpreting the regulations in chapter 17 not only against the 

wordings of the regulations but also against the very purpose of each individual 

regulation. The Supreme Court has likewise stressed that the interpretation of item 4 

must give due consideration to the aim of establishing an efficient market for 

transactions and sufficient creditor protection - two of the companies act’s underlying 

aims which have been identified under section 3.2.1.204 Hence it could be argued that it 

seems rather peculiar to conclude that the part of the transaction that is commercial 

should be deemed to fulfil the definition in item 4. In conclusion, it is not the full 

amount that should be restituted if all shareholders’ approval has been gained but the 

creditor protection regulations in chapter 17 breached. It is only the amount that is in 

fact breaching the creditor protection regulations that is unlawful and can be subject to 

restitution. If, on the other hand, the executors of the de facto value transfer do not have 

all shareholders’ approval, it must naturally be returned in its entirety precisely because 

it is unlawful in its entirety. This will naturally be the case in terms of CSR transactions 

in publicly listed companies.  

 
The required magnitude of the value discrepancy  
 
Andersson and Nerep argue that a rather minor value discrepancy could be deemed not 

of a purely commercial nature, if the recipient is a shareholder and the company a close 

company. In contrast, larger discrepancies should be accepted if the recipient is not a 

shareholder but a third party. 205  The two scholars’ reasoning corresponds to the 

legislator’s in the bill.206 The assessment should be adjusted if the management or board 

presents circumstances that could explain the value discrepancy.  

 
An assessment based on objective and/or subjective circumstances?  
 
It was suggested by the SCA committee that the assessment of whether a business event 

is of a purely commercial nature should be made with regard to the size of the value 

discrepancy, the legal character of the transaction, the recipient’s relationship to the 

company and other circumstances. The legislator picked up the committee’s reasoning 

and concluded that the assessment of the motives behind the transaction would primarily 
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be based on objective circumstances, which an outsider could observe.207 Two objective 

circumstances were, however, mentioned as being of particular importance: the 

magnitude of the value discrepancy and whether the transaction appeared to be 

reconcilable with the objects of the business. The legislator did nonetheless emphasise 

the absolute necessity of a sound assessment of all circumstances in each individual 

case.208 The legislator’s reasoning returns in another section of the bill, in which it is 

underlined that the assessment of whether a value transfer has taken place should be 

based on objectively identifiable circumstances. Involving a subjective element in the 

assessment would simply make it unjustifiably difficult to determine the existence of a 

value transfer according to the legislator [translation and emphasis added by author]:  
 

Even more difficult is to determine to what extent other kinds of transactions 
which lead to the reduction of a company's assets shall be considered value 
transfers. There are different approaches in the legal literature. One involves an 
assessment based on the value of the parties' performance (the value discrepancy). 
A value transfer according to this approach occurs when the value of the 
company's performance exceeds the value of the shareholder's performance. The 
assessment is thus based on the objective conditions at hand (view e.g. Andersson, 
J., Kapitalskyddet i aktiebolag…). Another approach is to let the assessment be 
based on subjective circumstances, such that the company's deputy knowingly has 
pursued a value transfer to a shareholder (view e.g. Lindskog, Aktiebolagslagen 
12:e och 13:e kap…)209 

 
The legislator’s formulation in the excerpt above has, not surprisingly, caused some 

diverging interpretations of what it essentially discusses. Andersson suggests that the 

legislator in the excerpt has failed to separate the question of whether a business event 

objectively has caused a reduction of the company’s assets from the question of whether 

the assessment of the business event’s commercial character should be based on 

objective or subjective circumstances. Andersson therefore suggests that the legislator 

intends to adopt an objective assessment of the business event’s commercial nature.210 

Lehrberg believes that the legislator in the excerpt has by mistake literally concluded 

that the overriding question of whether a de facto value transfer has taken place should 

be assessed on objective or subjective circumstances. He does however recognise that 

this literal reading under no circumstances could be viewed as an expression of 
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established law, as such a reading would imply that every business event that caused a 

reduction of a company’s assets automatically would be of a non-commercial nature. He 

therefore concludes, like Andersson, that the legislator must have discussed the issue of 

whether the assessment of the commercial nature should be based on subjective or 

objective circumstances.211 A third possible reading could be that the legislator does in 

fact discuss the necessary prerequisite being of a purely commercial nature. This could 

be motivated by the fact that the only prerequisite that is missing in the first sentence of 

the excerpt is the necessary prerequisite not being of a purely commercial nature. 

Subsequently it could be reasonable to presume that the content following that sentence 

should discuss that particular prerequisite (compare the diagram below with the content 

of the excerpt on the previous page).  
 

 
 

This interpretation does in addition, interestingly enough, make sense when reading the 

paragraphs that succeed the excerpt, as the term value transfer is used indiscriminately 

instead of being of purely commercial character. The fact that the legislator in the 

excerpt notes that a value transfer occurs as soon as the company’s performance 

exceeds the shareholder’s performance should hence not be read in isolation – the 

statement is after all modified in the following paragraphs in which the legislator clearly 

states that the transaction might be commercial despite an identified value discrepancy. 

This does in fact also correspond to the discussion that Andersson pursues on the pages 

to which the legislator has referred, as Andersson modifies the far-reaching suggestion 

that creditor protection would be best upheld if a value transfer were to occur as soon as 

an objectively identified value discrepancy has been estimated.212 Regardless of whether 

my interpretation is the most credible one or not, there is no doubt that the legislator in 

the bill favours an assessment based on primarily objective circumstances that could be 

complemented with subjective circumstances.  
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Since item 4 essentially is codified case law it is naturally relevant to briefly study 

case law, even though most verdicts in question were delivered before the enactment of 

the SCA now enforced and neither involve third parties. Apart from being old, these 

cases are also unfortunately rather disparate in the sense that the Supreme Court has 

alternated between assessments based on objective or a mix of both subjective and 

objective circumstances.213 The latest case from the Court does not help us much in 

understanding the nature of the assessment, and it is obviously unlikely that we can 

attach much weight to the judgements of the courts of appeal.214 Nonetheless it is 

interesting to note that the courts of appeal have based all their assessments on objective 

circumstances, such that the payment in question simply did not constitute 

compensation for the service supplied (no other objective circumstances motivated this 

discrepancy) or that the payment had been made to secure deliveries from a supplier 

suffering from economic difficulties.215  

The issue of whether the assessment of the business event should be based on 

objective or subjective circumstance or a mix of the two could in itself constitute a 

master thesis. The question is whether it is possible to pursue an assessment from an 

objective viewpoint without ultimately at some point taking the intention of the 

company’s deputies into consideration one way or another. It is, like so many 

interpretative issues relating to the definition in item 4, extremely difficult to 

conclusively determine what should be deemed to be established law. I am however 

inclined to agree with the scholars that suggest that the assessment should be based on 

mainly objective circumstances, which nonetheless may be complemented with 

subjective circumstances invoked by those deputies executing the transfer. The 

protection of business events that are nothing but poor business is after all reinforced by 

the fact that the value discrepancy estimation should be conservative and that the 

required magnitude of the value discrepancy varies with the recipient in question. Even 

though it is probably difficult to appreciate the market value of some CSR investments 

that relate to such vague concepts as ‘branding’, the courts must naturally make such an 

evaluation if the plaintiff argues that an unlawful de facto value transfer has taken place. 

In my opinion it is likely that the courts will uphold a conservative objective evaluation 
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with significant ‘safety margins’, so as not to label CSR that is just poor business as 

value transfers.  

 
CSR and the business rationale  
 
I have previously concluded that it is, at least theoretically, possible in Supreme Court 

cases to assess an individual CSR expenditure as causing the company’s assets to be 

reduced. The necessary prerequisite of a purely commercial nature is probably a much 

harder nut to crack for the lawyers of the company or its bankruptcy estate. A 

conclusion that a CSR expenditure, in particular when the recipient of the transfer is a 

third party at arm’s length, has not been commercially motivated in its entirety does 

after all perturb the functioning of the market and the decision-structure of businesses. 

The competitive market does by necessity entail that some businesses make smart 

choices and sustain competitive advantages while others do not.216 The importance of 

regarding the impact on the market and its functions is underlined in two Supreme 

Court cases, and particularly so when the recipient is a third party, since such 

transactions ought to be better protected than transactions between a shareholder and the 

company.217   

It follows from the above that one must, when assessing business events, leave 

significant leeway for the managements of companies to pursue poor business 

decisions. Hence it is logical that transactions – in accordance with long-term 

shareholder wealth maximisation – can incur losses in the short-term but might still be 

business-like and profitable in the long run.218 It follows then that the magnitude of the 

value discrepancy must probably be considerable if a reference to goodwill or brand 

building cannot be used as an excuse by management to engage in CSR investments, at 

least when the investment relates to the company’s operations and the references to 

goodwill or similar benefits carry some weight and are not purely hypothetical based on 

the nature of the business and its operations. In most cases management can probably 

motivate CSR investments, much as marketing and advertising costs are accepted as an 

integral part of businesses’ cost structures. In the case of investments that do not 

directly relate to the operations and which clearly cannot be expected to accrue any 

goodwill or similar indirect value, the expenditure should be viewed as a plain gift that 
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must be deemed to constitute a de facto value transfer (if it is not allowed under chapter 

17 section 5).  

 
3.3.2 The issue of whether the de facto value transfer is unlawful 
 

Even though a transaction corresponds to the definition of a de facto value transfer in 

SCA chapter 17 section 1 paragraph 1 item 4, the transaction might still be lawful if it 

complies with the rules laid out in chapter 17 sections 3-4 and has all shareholders’ 

approval. A de facto value transfer that fulfils the requirements of sections 3-4 but does 

not have all shareholders’ approval is hence nevertheless unlawful.219 

The first paragraph in chapter 17 section 3 establishes a minimum capital 

requirement for a value transfer to take place if the company’s restricted equity is not 

fully covered after the transfer. A transfer that increases the debts of the company is 

unlawful to the same extent as a regular transfer of assets.220 The calculation of whether 

the restricted equity is fully covered should be based on the most recently adopted 

balance sheet and the book value therein.221 The amount of a value transfer that exceeds 

the available non-restricted equity automatically constitutes an unlawful value transfer 

that should be returned under the conditions laid in sections 6 and 7.222  

The second paragraph in chapter 17 section 3 contains a ‘precautionary rule’ since 

it establishes that a value transfer that does not nudge on the company’s restricted 

equity according to paragraph 1 might still be unlawful.223 The legislator’s intention 

behind establishing this rule was to provide a widened protection of creditors [emphasis 

added]:224   
 

Swedish Companies Act, chapter 17 section 3 paragraph 2 [emphasis added] 
 
Even if there are no impediments under the first paragraph, a company may make a 
value transfer to shareholders or another party only if it appears to be justified taking 
into account 

1." the demands made of the amount of equity the nature, scope and risks 
associated with the business; and  

2." the company’s consolidation requirements, liquidity and financial position in 
general.   
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By including the section emphasised above the legislator likes to point out the 

importance of prudence when the management of the company pursue value transfers. 

Each transfer should be assessed against its impact on the operations of the business and 

its financial standing as well as creditor protection.225 The numbers do not however 

replace the final legal assessment of whether the paragraph blocks the possibility to 

clear a de facto value transfer. Unlike in paragraph 1, it is the market value of the 

transferred assets that should be used when assessing the applicability of paragraph 2.226  

 
3.3.2.1 The legal consequences of a de facto value transfer  
 
The sanction rules associated with an unlawful de facto value transfer are set out in 

chapter 17 sections 6 and 7.227 If the value transfer fulfils the definition of de facto value 

transfer and breaches section 3, it must be returned if the recipient knew or ought to 

have realised that the transaction constituted a value transfer from the company. If the 

amounts that can be recovered through the application of the rule in chapter 17 section 6 

do not correspond to the value of the disguised distribution, the board members, 

managing director, accountant, general examiner or special examiner can be liable to 

pay the corresponding deficiency if their conduct has been negligent (even though the 

conduct of a general or special examiner is unlikely to be assessed as such). A 

shareholder or other third party can furthermore become liable to pay the same 

deficiency but under the condition that they have acted grossly negligently or by 

intent.228 According to the preparatory works, an obligation to cover a deficiency might 

arise when a lawyer, bank or similar through advice or actual assistance before or at the 

time of the value transfer actively contributes to the fact that an unlawful value transfer 

can take place.229 The third party’s liability to cover a deficiency is not dependent on the 

fact that it could be proven that the party actively colluded with a company 

representative. It is simply enough that the deliberate or grossly negligent actions of the 

third party have contributed to execution of the unlawful value transfer.230  
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3.4 The legal authorisation to effectuate corporate gifts 
 

Swedish Companies Act, chapter 17 section 5  
 

It may be resolved at a general meeting or, if the matter is of minor importance in 
view of a company’s financial position, by the board of directors, to make gifts for 
charitable or comparable purposes if this may be deemed reasonable in view of the 
nature of the purpose, the company’s financial position and the circumstances in 
general, and the gift is not contrary to section 3.  

 
The rule in section 5 is an exception to the legally binding profit purpose in chapter 3 

section 3.231 The general meeting can however opt out and disallow gifts in the articles 

of association, even though it also can do the exact opposite and thus widen the 

authority of the board to pursue donations.232 This makes sense since the profit purpose 

is considered as a shareholder protection rule.  

The provision requires that the gift does not exceed what could be deemed 

reasonable against the aims of the gift, the company’s current financial standing and 

other relevant circumstances.233 The prerequisite could be further explored by studying 

a case reviewed by the Supreme Court as far back as 1962.234 In the case, the Supreme 

Court invalidated a company’s gift of 20,000 SEK (kr.), the equivalent of 210,000 kr. in 

today’s money.235 The donation had been donated for the aesthetic improvement of the 

city’s square and was used accordingly. The Court based its decision on the following 

indicators of the business’ economic situation and financial performance: (1) enclosing 

balance of approximately 218,000 kr.; (2) liquid current assets exceeded the liabilities 

of the company by 100,000 kr.; (3) the share capital amounted to 51,600 kr.; (4) the gift 

corresponded to 70 % of the unrestricted equity, which was roughly 27,000 kr. The 

Supreme Court concluded that the company had some considerable fixed assets, but that 

the gift nonetheless was too large in relation to the current assets, share capital as well 

as the unrestricted equity. The Court therefore invalidated the gift.  

It has been suggested by Professor Jan Andersson that the managing director can 

actually, just like the board, effectuate gifts, despite the managing director not being 

explicitly permitted to do so in the provision. I agree, although such gifts, in order to be 

subsumed under the day-to-day administration of the business, probably have to be 
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smaller in size compared to those that the board can pursue. It is overall clear that the 

hierarchical model of Swedish corporate law, the legal profit purpose and the de facto 

value transfer rule effectively limits the board’s and managing director’s rights to 

engage in gift-giving to only rather insubstantial sums.236 It may therefore come as a 

surprise that companies seem increasingly to engage in charitable giving, as illustrated 

by the processed statistics below from the The Swedish Fundraising Control, a non-

profit association established by a number of unions, including The Swedish Trade 

Union Confederation (‘Landsorganisation, LO’) and The Confederation of Swedish 

Enterprise (‘Svenskt Näringsliv’).237 The diagram shows that the corporate share as a 

percentage of total donations (households, authorities, organisations and companies) has 

increased since 2005 from 3,8 % to 7,3 % in 2014. And in 1998 companies donated a 

total of 85 million kr. to companies with 90-accounts while the same number for 2014 

was significantly higher, 1 047 million kr.238 This could be interpreted as a sign of the 

growing importance of Anglo-American investors, as argued in chapter two, since 

companies operating in those countries, unlike Swedish counterparts, have assumed 

responsibilities for activities not directly related to their operations.  
 

 
 
Widely noticed corporate donations include the 2012 decision by Swedish consumer 

bank Swedbank to donate its naming rights to the national football arena to the non-

profit organisation Friends (that indeed has a 90-account). The bank wrote the following 

in the associated press release:  
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Swedbank has decided to donate the naming rights Swedbank Arena to the 
organisation Friends, whose mission is to prevent bullying. The arena will be 
renamed Friends Arena. With the unique decision, Swedbank continues its long-
term youth effort and develops the bank’s social engagement.239 

 
The reason for the large donation, around 150 million SEK, was however to accrue 

goodwill and to strengthen the Swedbank brand and its vision Beyond Financial 

Growth. By doing so the bank above all hoped to increase consumer loyalty and 

customers’ inclination to recommend the bank to others. A senior manager did 

nonetheless recognise the difficulties involved in even appreciating, not to mention 

measuring, the goodwill value that flowed back to the company as a result of the 

donation.240  It is likely that the donation by Swedbank should not be viewed as a 

philanthropic gift in accordance with section 5, even though the public probably 

appreciated it as such a gift and not a regular CSR activity. Section five’s scope 

comprises only donations pursued by companies that do not expect something in return. 

Thus, a donation that is a part of a business deal in which the value of the gift will be 

covered through for example publicity or goodwill, cannot be subsumed under the scope 

of section 5. Professors Erik Nerep and Per Samuelsson have rightly suggested that it 

might be hard to differentiate between a gift according to section 5 and a regular 

business decision that must be judged against the profit purpose and de facto value 

transfer rule when the gift is intended to raise public awareness and create goodwill.241 

In my opinion, the applicability of  section 5 must be rather narrow to be useful in a 

case concerning a donation like the one consummated by Swedbank. Therefore, it could 

be argued that section 5 should only be applied to gifts that satisfy the following 

requirements: 
 

(1)"The corporate body that effectuates the gift has to comply with the requirements 

of the section in terms of the sum donated and the purpose of the gift. 

Organisations that are likely to be covered by the section are typically those that 

have 90-accounts, including for example the Red Cross or Amnesty International, 

but could include other organisations working in projects related to culture, sports, 

public health etcetera. The sum donated should probably be rather negligible in 
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comparison to pre-tax profits, particularly since such gifts are not deductible as 

they are in the United States.  
 

(2)"The gift should not be expected to yield more than a marginal or negligible 

indirect value, for example goodwill, in return. The benefit accepted must be 

judged on the basis of the gift’s value. 
 

(3)"Any actual added values should not be the result of the company’s own actions 

but rather a result of the recipient’s actions.  
 
Lindskog and Dotevall on the other hand have argued that the wording of the section 

and the term ‘reasonable’ should not be merely interpreted from an economical point of 

view, but that it in fact also implies that there has to be some proximity between the 

usefulness of the donation and the company.242 My list above implicitly refutes such a 

notion. To return to the Swedbank case, one can conclude that the donation probably 

satisfied requirement 1, assuming the decision was taken in the correct way. The other 

requirements were not satisfied as the company seemingly expected that the gift would 

yield more than a marginal amount of goodwill relative to the size of the gift and took 

active steps to make sure that this would materialise. Thus, Swedbank’s gift is not a gift 

but just a regular marketing expense according to corporate law. In terms of tax law it is 

though uncertain whether such an expense would be deductible as a regular business 

expense, since the Supreme Administrative Court has expressed a restrictive review of 

deductions for gifts that add indirect values like goodwill; the Court’s appreciation of 

the concept of ‘advertising’ is thus seemingly narrow.243   

The fact that I have determined Swedbank’s gift not to be a gift but a regular 

marketing expense essentially means that it has to comply with the legal purpose and 

the value transfer rule. At the same time, I have already concluded that the legal purpose 

in itself cannot substantiate a claim by the shareholders, but that it nevertheless is 

important in understanding and applying the de facto value transfer rule. The 

shareholders face however several obstacles in proving that the board’s decision to 

donate the naming rights was not of a purely commercial character. The court must 

however have due regards for the underlying aim of protecting transactions, and hence 

calculate any value discrepancy under the employment of significant safety margins, in 
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particular since the board will argue that a hard-to-measure goodwill value has been 

added to the firm. It is rather more likely that the only possibility for the shareholders to 

invalidate such a donation is to argue that the board has failed to properly comply with 

requirement number 1, since the donation is simply too large to be given by the board. 

The outcome of such an argument is likewise not very likely to be in favour of the 

shareholders, considering the size of Swedbank’s operations and results.244 If the Court 

recognises the claim the donation will automatically constitute an unlawful de facto 

value transfer in its entirety since such a de facto value transfer can only be lawful if all 

shareholders approve (and it passes the creditor protection rules of chapter 17 section 

3). Obtaining the approval of all shareholders is naturally not practically possible in a 

large publicly listed company like Swedbank. It is likely that shareholders have to rely 

on using the internal controlling mechanisms that corporate law has provided. They can 

try to react ex ante on decisions related to donations by posing a question at the general 

meeting (even though it has been said the rules effectively assure that they have no right 

to an answer), by requiring the inclusion of a particular matter on the general meeting’s 

agenda or by appointing either a special examiner or minority auditor. The shareholders 

can obviously also react ex post by voting to replace the board or, if such an attempt 

fails, by selling their shares.  

What I have suggested above does not mean that the room for making what many 

traditionally view as ‘philanthropic gifts’ by definition have to be small, but merely that 

many gifts pursued by companies are likely to be reviewed under the regulations 

concerning the legal purpose and de facto value transfer (just like other CSR 

investments that are related to business operations). And considering the difficulty 

involved in enforcing any sanctions based on these mechanisms it is likely that many 

gifts can be window-dressed as profitable and attractive CSR investments. Donations 

can after all be used to add a number of other values than goodwill, for example to 

increase employees’ sense of fulfilment and purpose during severe social crises like the 

on-going refugee crisis or the Tsunami disaster in 2004 (which clearly left its mark on 

the level of corporate donations to 90-accounts, as shown above).  
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4 | KILLING TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE  
 
This chapter’s first section will include a concluding analysis of the development of the 
enlightened shareholder value model in Swedish corporate governance, and corporate law’s 
effect on CSR policies. Section two will include a concise discussion of the SCA’s current 
regulations de lege ferenda and whether any action from the legislator is appropriate as a 
response to companies’ involvement in CSR activities. This discussion will be based on my 
previous findings in chapters two and three, particularly the current corporate governance most 
likely to be practised by Swedish publicly listed companies. The chapter and consequently the 
thesis is ended with a brief conclusion.  
 

 

 
4.1 A final analysis of the interconnection between CSR and 
the SCA  
 
4.1.1 The development of enlightened shareholder wealth maximisation  
 
In chapter two a number of changes to the financial markets and corporate governance 

were identified, which in turn suggest that the shareholder value model has been 

implemented in Swedish corporate governance since the middle of the 1990s, at least 

among publicly listed companies. At the same time, it was argued that a number of 

other factors indicated that Swedish corporate managers and boards have adopted a 

rather more balanced notion of the shareholder value model than the traditional one that 

obliges managers to engage in short-term shareholder wealth maximisation. The facts 

that Swedish companies are at the forefront of CSR initiatives worldwide suggests that 

management teams and boards recognise the importance of fostering long-term 

relationships to achieve financial objectives. Such recognitions are moreover well in 

line with the messages the legislator has tried to send via various non-binding policy 

documents and initiatives as well as via the preparatory works. Therefore, I have 

suggested that the model of corporate governance that is likely to be enforced in law 

and the one practised by most managers and boards in Sweden is the enlightened 

shareholder value model, rather than the classic shareholder value model. The adoption 

and enforcement of such a model is logical from in a number of respects:  

 
(1)"The long history of Swedish companies assuming social responsibility, in particular 

for their employees, is likely still to influence corporate culture – reflected by 
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Swedish companies’ position as global CSR leaders. In addition, labour costs are 

still determined in a cooperative spirit between the parties of the labour market.  

 
(2)"The shareholder value model has been very influential in the last 30 years, 

particularly the last 20 years, but prior to this we can observe much that suggests 

that managers and boards did not pursue shareholder value as the principal 

corporate objective. A stakeholder approach was probably rather common during 

most of the 20th century, at least among large publicly listed companies with a 

professionalised management and board structure. 

 
(3)"As the shareholder value model has gradually been adopted, Swedish companies 

have recognised the need to continue to have adequate regard for other 

constituencies, while still delivering the expected total shareholders returns. The 

enlightened shareholder value maximisation and long-term shareholder wealth 

maximisation are simply strategies that could allow companies to, at least under 

some circumstances and partially, to reconcile the different expectations under the 

rhetoric that CSR actually benefits shareholders and other stakeholders.   

 
(4)"The globalisation process has allowed companies to gain entrance to new markets 

and has offered the possibility to outsource production and hence to slash labour 

costs. At the same time it has also meant that the public and activists can overcome 

information asymmetry and the “collective-action-problem” by organising 

themselves via the very flagship of globalisation: the internet. 245  The internet 

allows them to build platforms and to swiftly punish companies that, in their view, 

have breached acceptable business behaviour. It is therefore important to mitigate 

reputation risks associated with these groups, at least for companies that operate 

close to the public and the consumer market. CSR in such situations becomes just 

another marketing cost, and the level of the expenses associated with this must be 

determined on the basis of the board’s and managing director’s sensitive 

monitoring of ongoing social developments and trends connected to the operations 

of the business.  

 
It follows from the above, that I believe the model now enforced in Swedish corporate 

law and the one that should guide management in their work is the enlightened 
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shareholder value model. On the other hand, and regardless of the above, it is clear that 

long-term shareholder wealth maximisation could be a difficult aim to achieve on 

today’s Swedish financial markets. The influence of institutional owners with little 

interests other than the maximisation of total shareholder returns has pushed back the 

power of the traditional industrial families and the long-term strategic perspectives and 

visions of firm growth and development associated with these shareholders. Thus, it is 

likely that long-term shareholders, in particular private investors might not benefit from 

corporate policy to the same extent as the rather more short-sighted and powerful 

institutional owners, at least not in companies no longer controlled by traditional 

Swedish investment companies such as Investor or Industrivärden. Shareholders might 

thus, ironically, under the currently enforced framework face difficulties in achieving 

both short-term wealth maximisation and the minimisation of CSR investments, due to 

courts’ reluctance to review business decisions and the difficulty in applying the de 

facto value transfer rule; and to, on the other hand, make sure that management invest 

for the long-term since the logic of the market and major institutional investors tell them 

do otherwise. It has after all been widely recognised that management for the long-term 

is often antithetical to the personal interests of the managers, and it is not very likely 

that any developments in the future will change this, as managers are, as identified in 

chapter two and by Professor Clas Bergström, expected to outperform competitors 

during increasingly shorter tenures. And since their legacy is a few years – why would 

they manage for the long-term?  

 
4.1.2 The activities that the SCA in practice allows  
 
There are a number of mechanisms and forces that work simultaneously to effectively 

insulate the board and managing director from the overwhelming majority of ex post 

actions against their investments in CSR. The very heart of the matter has in this thesis 

been uncovered to be corporate law’s inability to capture a complex business reality and 

to enforce a framework that allows the courts to separate decisions that make sense 

from a business perspective from those that do not. The late Professor Henry Manne, 

often designated a key role in the forceful shareholder value movement of the 1970s and 

80s, accurately described the problem: 
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The most difficult problem in talking about corporate social responsibility relates 
to the practical problem of classification of conduct.246 
 

Much of the classification problem can probably be traced back to the fact that CSR 

policies and decisions can be pursued in a multitude of dimensions and for a seemingly 

unending list of reasons. Thus, management could probably in most cases successfully 

argue that the CSR activity in question coincides with the long-term purpose of 

shareholder wealth maximisation. A few of the reasons why companies could be willing 

to employ CSR policies are: (1) Local and international publicity and subsequent hard-

to-measure brand awareness; (2) workforce motivation and employer branding247; (3) 

risk mitigation; (4) the creation or sustaining of competitive advantage or the discovery 

of new products/services; (5) reduction of costs, for example by incurring short-term 

costs to replace environmentally unfriendly systems that might be cheaper in the long 

run, or add value to the business in any other way.248 The board and management’s 

discretionary powers in pursuing CSR policies are upheld under the current framework 

by the fact that only a manifest breach of the profit purpose carries any weight in a court 

case. As shown above, the duty of care does not ban management from taking risks – on 

the contrary such risk-taking is considered essential in all businesses. Most businesses 

must probably after all, in accordance with the risk/reward trade-off, generally accept 

greater (but still sound) risks to realise proportionately greater returns. It does therefore 

make perfect sense, as Professor Stattin and Karin Ekelund have pointed out, that the 

legislator has intended to shape corporate law so as to allow reasonable risk-taking that 

in total furthers the welfare of society.249  

The question is then to what extent decisions that are not business-like are 

protected by the legislator’s wish to encourage reasonable risk-taking in the business 

sector. The point of departure is probably the fact that only rather extreme cases of poor 

decisions taken within the realms of the regular business of the firm should lead to 

liability; there have to be strong and real reasons at hand.250 The board or management 

often faces very complex, diverse and uncertain decision scenarios, which must carry a 

substantial amount of weight in the event of a business decision review of a court. The 
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managing director or board were after all forced to rely on an ex ante assessment based 

on the material at their disposal. Therefore, having due regard for the principal aim of 

the SCA and the underlying aim of protecting transactions and minimising transaction 

costs, it could be argued essential that a court bases its decision solely on the material 

that the board and/or managing director had access to at the time of the decision. 

Therefore it is indeed logical to suggest, as Arvidsson does, that the board or 

management has no duty to identify all alternative courses of actions before a decision 

can be made.251 Upholding a different order would probably be counterproductive in 

relation to the principal aim of the SCA, since such an order would not allow sound 

risk-taking, which on an aggregate level furthers the welfare of society. To conclude, it 

is likely that the legal purpose and the necessary prerequisite of a manifest breach 

provides, much like the business judgment rule in the US, a safe harbour for Swedish 

publicly listed companies, allowing them to respond to their stakeholders’ expectations 

of CSR activities. And the efficiency of the de facto value transfer to stop investments 

related to CSR is probably not very strong either, since it is likely that a court would 

allow very large value discrepancies, to avoid dismantling the functions of the market. 

Taken into account that most weighty research in CSR indicates that it is uncertain 

whether some types of CSR expenditure actually are shareholder value enhancing or, 

alternatively, that there are optimum levels of CSR expenditures beyond which no value 

is accrued to the firm, it is reasonable to think that today’s framework actually in 

practice cannot be used efficiently to stop CSR investments that are not so much 

investments as sunk costs. Therefore, it is likely that boards and management teams, as 

advanced by Carroll, Shabana and Porter and as identified in chapter two, can interpret 

the business case for CSR from the broad view.  

John Ruggie, the distinguished Harvard professor and chief architect of the United 

Nations Global Compact, argues in a report from 2009 that corporate law directly 

determines what type of activities companies actually engages in as well as their 

conduct while doing so.252 Assuming that Ruggie is right, and considering that Swedish 

companies perform disproportionality well in CSR and sustainability performance 

measurements, one might wonder whether this subsequently implies, that the SCA in 

fact facilitates and in practice even stimulates Swedish companies to employ CSR 
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policies.253 It follows from the above that my reply to this question is an emphatic yes. 

At the same time the question remains of how regulations, as we move forward, should 

be constructed to establish and encourage CSR practices that are sustainable and 

contribute to both the enrichment of both shareholders and society in the long run. 

Some scholars, including Professor Beate Sjåfjell at Oslo University, has suggested a 

modification of the shareholder value model so as to allow companies to assume a 

stakeholder approach to their operations. In the Swedish context this could be 

accomplished by modifying the legal purpose. In the next section I strive to explain why 

my discussions in this thesis shows that an implementation of a pluralist legal purpose is 

unnecessary.   

 
4.2 A pluralist purpose is not a universal remedy  
 
It is acknowledged among proponents of CSR that corporate law is simply unable to 

handle the vast power multinational enterprises wield over societies and the social costs 

they might incur as a result of market failures. One way to heal this inherent weakness 

of corporate law would therefore be to allow management teams and boards to have due 

regard for other constituencies than just the shareholders. They would in other words be 

allowed to engage themselves in ‘corporate wealth maximisation’ instead of 

‘shareholder wealth maximisation’ by establishing a non-optional pluralist purpose. 

Beate Sjåfell, a proponent of the stakeholder orientated model of corporate law, argues 

that the shareholder value model will not bring about the changes needed to combat 

some of today’s most pressing issues, including global warming. She argues ‘all forces 

need to pull in the same direction if we are to achieve the required change’ 254. The 

purpose of businesses and the fiduciaries’ responsibilities must therefore be redefined to 

truly allow businesses to engage in CSR.255   

Despite that the arguments proposed by proponents of the shareholder wealth 

maximisation norm might be criticised, for reasons which we will not outline here,  I am 

nonetheless emphatically negative to a change of the legal purpose in line with the 

arguments presented by Sjåfjell above.256 The current framework of corporate law does 
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already in practice allow managers a wide discretion to pursue basically whatever CSR 

projects they like, even such ones that are unsustainable and incur losses. The inherent 

structure of corporate law cannot in practice effectively hinder a motivated board from 

pursuing low-profit projects that benefit a social project of their choice, against a motive 

of their choice. In addition there are obviously some legal risks associated with the 

pluralisation of the purpose and many changes would have to be made to the legal 

mechanisms that currently only support shareholders’ control and monitoring of the 

company.257 Regardless of the legal risks associated with a pluralisation of the purpose it 

is clear, in my opinion, that a pluralist purpose is superfluous if the aim of such a 

purpose is to allow companies to engage in CSR. The current purpose does so already. 

The only possible reason then for a diversification of the purpose would be to 

completely liberate businesses from the requirement to strive for long-term profits and 

growth. I believe, just as Carroll showed with his pyramid and Vogel in his book The 

Market for Virtue, that the way forward towards the implementation of sustainable CSR 

policies in businesses is that the interest in acting socially responsibly coincides with 

the shareholders’ long-term interests in earning returns. Vogel expresses this basic 

notion eloquently:  
 

CSR is sustainable only if virtue pays off. The supply of corporate virtue is both 
made possible and constrained by the market.258 
 

CSR could be a powerful tool to better align the interest of society and the interests of 

business. As Svernlöv and Österman note, a continuous and systematic monitoring, of 

for example reputation risks is probably not only reconcilable with the profit purpose 

but indeed critical to long-term profitability among businesses that are dependent on an 

intricate web of actors other than the shareholders. 259  

In conclusion, I believe that the interpretation of the shareholder wealth 

maximisation norm in an aggregate long-term perspective, the conservative application 

of the de facto value transfer and legal purpose establishes a reasonable compromise 

between the shareholders’ legitimate expectation of some kind of return on their 

investments and the protection of transactions and efficient business operations. It could 

indeed be questioned whether the alternative would at all be preferable from a 

shareholder point of view even if it was theoretically possible. The costs of enforcing a 
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scheme of maximising each and every decision in the short run mean it could be a white 

elephant; the costs would probably outweigh the benefits (which the legislator 

implicitly recognises by upholding the requirement of a manifest breach). Thus, I am in 

favour of a profit purpose which demands the maximisation of shareholder returns in 

the aggregate and long run, despite the problems involved in defining what the legal 

purpose actually entails. It goes without saying that a pluralist purpose would not make 

things easier. One should be careful in discarding what seems to work rather well in 

pursuit of the perfect.  

 
4.3 Conclusion  
 
The purpose of this essay has been to investigate the SCA’s interrelationship with CSR 

and whether any reforms are necessary to allow companies seemingly increasing 

involvement in activities related to CSR. I did this by examining the issue from an 

internal perspective, that is how the relevant provisions in the SCA have related to and 

impacted corporate engagement in CSR activities, and from an external perspective, by 

investigating the concept of CSR and the interrelationship between this concept and 

actual Swedish corporate governance today.   

The importance of CSR to publicly listed companies seems to be steadily on the 

increase, not least because the EU directive which will require these companies to 

report non-financial information. At the same time the Swedish legislator has 

continuously stressed the importance of corporate sustainability in preparatory works 

and by, for example, ratifying the OECD’s guidelines for multinational enterprises and 

establishing the associated National Coordinating Centre. At the same time, I have 

argued that there is much that indicates that Swedish companies, at least publicly listed 

companies, have increasingly adopted modes of corporate governance associated with 

the Anglo-American shareholder value model. Taking into consideration my previous 

conclusion that Swedish public limited companies outperform most international 

competitors in sustainability measurements, it seems as if Swedish companies have 

adopted the shareholder value model to the circumstances and expectations they face. 

Thus, the mode of corporate governance actually practised is probably what is usually 

referred to as the enlightened shareholder value model.  

Furthermore, I have argued that there is little in current corporate law that can be 

used by shareholders to effectively stop most CSR investments, and that they in most 
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cases probably have little reason to do so either. There are namely reasons to suspect 

that Swedish publicly listed companies do have sufficient regard for the creation of 

shareholder value, due to the increasing influence of short-sighted institutional investors 

at the expense of traditional investment companies’ influence. If shareholders 

nonetheless feel dissatisfied with a company’s policies related to CSR it is likely that 

they will have to rely mainly on blunt ex post actions, such as launching a vote to 

replace the board or simply selling their shares. It follows from the aforementioned that 

the implementation of a pluralist purpose or a stakeholder model of company law, at 

least in the context of CSR transactions, is superfluous and unnecessary. The law does 

in effect already allow such CSR transactions to a great degree, whilst simultaneously 

assuring that the shareholders gain in the aggregate and long-run; in that sense the 

currently enshrined legal profit purpose does indeed kill two birds with one stone. It 

follows then that it seems as if the currently enshrined provisions, which affect 

companies’ engagement in CSR activities, fit rather neatly with the actual corporate 

governance of Swedish public limited companies.  

All-in-all, one needs to recognise that businesses operate in an extremely complex 

environment, particularly public limited ones, and that corporate law cannot and should 

not attempt to simplify this reality. Thus provisions related to strategic business 

decisions must by necessity condone a great degree of discretionary power to 

management teams and boards. To paraphrase Professor Jesper Lau Hansen, one can 

after all accomplish a lot with law, but one cannot lead companies.260   

                                                
260"Hansen,"CSR$og$Corporate$Governance$fra$en$juridisk$synvinkel,"p."61.""
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